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From the President

Why Not Monetary Freedom?
BY RICHARD M. EBELING

appointed chairman of President Bush's Council of Econ all of the commentaries that have appeared since
nomic Advisers, advocates "inflation targeting" as the
President George W Bush nominated Dr. Ben S.
"framework" that should guide monetary central planBernanke as Alan Greenspan's successor at the Fedning. He rejects a "monetary rule," such as the one proeral Reserve, there has been one crucial question that
posed by Milton Friedman years ago, under which the
has remained virtually unasked: Why do we need a cenFederal Reserve would set monetary policy on "autotral bank and therefore a new chairman for the Fed? In
matic pilot" and simply increase the money supply at
a world that claims to have rejected socialism, central
some chosen annual rate, say, 3 percent a year. And he
banks remain one of the most powerful socialist instituequally rejects the old Keynesian belief in complete "distions around the world-because make no mistake
cretion," under which the Fed governors would shift
about it, central banking is monetary central planning.
monetary policy, possibly day to day, accordThe Federal Reserve is a governmenting
to whatever seemed to be the economcreated monopoly over the monetary and
ic and political trends.
banking system of the United States,
Instead, Bernanke thinks that the monebrought into existence by an act of Congress
tary planners should have a longer-term
in 1913. Its assigned responsibilities include
"objective" in mind, such as a rate of price
controlling the supply of money and credit
of 2 percent a year around which
inflation
to maintain a "stable" purchasing power of
the actual rate of price inflation may deviate
the monetary unit, securing high employon a month-by-month or quarter-by-quarment and economic growth consistent with
ter basis. The Fed should have the discretion
monetary stability, and overseeing the bankto manipulate the money supply and influing system.
Ben S. Bernanke
ence market rates of interest in various ways
Its primary monetary tool is "open mar- courtesy Pnnceton umversity

I

ket operations," through which the Fed buys and sells
government securities in order to modifY the amount of
bank reserves available for lending. It thus influences
market rates of interest. For example, when the Fed buys
government securities, it pays for them by creating
money out of thin air; bank reserves are increased, tending to put a short-run downward pressure on interest
rates.
Thus the quantity of money, its value, and the market
price of borrowing and lending are directly or indirectly under the control or influence of the Federal Reserve.
The Fed's seven-member Board of Governors-who are
nominated by the President and approved by the Senate- are in essence the monetary central planners of the
United States.
Bernanke, who served as a Fed governor before being
THE FREEMAN: Ideas on Liberty

that may seem necessary or desirable in the short run
around that longer-run "target" rate of price inflation.
As Bernanke expressed it in Inflation Targeting, which
he coauthored in 1999: "We find it fruitful to think of
inflation targeting not as a policy rule, but as a framework within which 'constrained discretion' can be exercised. It · is here that the nominal anchor function of
inflation targets is central: Like a real-life anchor, inflation targets keep the economic ship in the desired area
in the long term, while permitting it to respond in the
short run to unpredictable swells and currents" of
changing market conditions.
In Bernanke's view, inflation and deflation are general price trends that may emerge in the market. The purRichard Ebeling (rebeling@fee.org) is the president
2

of FEE.
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pose of monetary policy is to restrain prices in general
or scissors. And the history of monetary central planfrom moving in one direction or the other.
ning in the United States and around the world has
In fact, a sustained and continuing general rise in
demonstrated the same inevitable failures as all other
prices is impossible without an increase in the quantity
forms of socialist planning.
of money. Rising prices are the effect of a preceding
The best monetary policy would be no monetary
monetary expansion. But for Bernanke the role of monpolicy at all. The advocate of the free market, therefore,
etary policy is to respond to price trends that seem to
calls for the abolition of the Federal Reserve and the
arise autonomously. Thus, in reality, the monetary
operation of a market-based system of private and comauthority is to be the inflation "policeman," "arresting"
petitive free banking.
the rise in prices that its own policy will have created in
The following would be the steps to bring this
the first place.
about:
Why does Bernanke advocate an inflation target of,
1. The repeal of the Federal Reserve Act of 1913 and
say, 2 percent rather than a target of zero price inflation?
all complementary and related legislation giving the fedBecause he believes that if price deflation were to occur,
eral government authority and control over the monetary
the Fed would need wiggle room to
and banking system.
be able to push interest rates even to The best monetary
2. Repeal of legal-tender laws,
zero so money can be pumped into
which give government the power to
the market through the banking sys- policy would be no
specify the medium through which all
tem in order to reverse the deflationmonetary policy at all. debts and other financial obligations,
ary price trend. Hence the Fed must
public and private, may be settled.
target a positive rate of price inflation The advocate of the
3. Repeal of all restrictions and
so as to have the ability to fight price
regulations on free entry into the
free market, therefore, banking business, including interstate
deflation.
A world of unending inflation, calls for the abolition
banking.
therefore, is the optimal "target" to be
4. Repeal of all restrictions on the
of
the
Federal
R
eserve
implemented by the monetary central
right of private banks to issue their
planners, according to Bernanke. Even and the operation of a
own bank notes and to open accounts
an annual rate of2 percent price infladenominated in foreign currencies or
tion, it should be remembered, would market-based system
gold and silver.
reduce the purchasing power of the
5. Repeal of all federal and state
of private and comdollar by half in one generation.
rules, laws, and regulations concerning
bank-reserve requirements, interest
While Bernanke wants the policy petitive free banking.
discretion of the monetary planners to
rates, and capital requirements.
6. Abolition of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corbe constrained within the publicly announced boundary
of the inflation target, he and the other Fed governors
poration. Any deposit-insurance arrangements and
agreements between banks and their customers, or
still implicitly presume to have the wisdom and ability
among associations of banks, would be private, volunto direct the monetary future of the United States.
tary, and market-based.
A Socialist Vestige
In the absence of government regulation and
monopoly
control, a free monetary and banking system
onetary central planning is one of the last vestiges
would exist; it would not have to be created, designed,
of socialist central planning. The fact is, the Fedor supported. A market-based system would naturally
eral Reserve can no more correctly plan for the "optiemerge, take form, and develop out of the prior system
mal" quantity of money or a targeted rate of inflation
of monetary central planning. And monetary freedom
than any other branch of government can properly plan
for the optimal supply and pricing of shoes, cigars, soap,
would be established.
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ohn Tierney is an excellent columnist, by far the best
on the New York Times op-ed page. He showed it last
September when he contrasted Wal-Mart's superlative emergency preparedness with the government's
horrible performance during Hurricane Katrina. As he
wrote, Wal-Mart is "one of the few institutions to
improve its image here after Katrina sent a 15-foot wave
across the north shore of Lake Pontchartrain. If you
mention the Red Cross or FEMA to people in Slidell
[Louisiana], you hear rants about help that didn't arrive
and phone lines that are always busy. If you mention state
or national politicians, you hear obscenities. But if you
visit the Wal-Mart and the Sam's Club stores here, you
hear shoppers who have been without power for weeks
marveling that there are still generators in stock (and
priced at S304.04) .You hear about the trucks that rolled
in right after the hurricane and the stuff the stores gave
away: chain saws and boots for rescue workers, sheets and
clothes for shelters, water and ice for the public."
Tierney says that among Louisiana officials, "there's
even been talk of letting Wal-Mart take over FEMA's job.
The company already has its own emergency operations
center, where dozens of people began preparing for the
hurricane the week before it hit by moving supplies and
trucks into position .... I'm afraid the Wal-Mart Emergency Management Agency will be a tough sell on Capitol Hill. But I'd vote for WEMA." At the least, he
suggested, Wal-Mart chief Lee Scott should run FEMA.
But Tierney misses an important point. Wal-Mart did
so well precisely because it is not a government agency or
contractor. There is no reason to believe that Scott could
run FEMA better than a political appointee or career
bureaucrat. This is not meant as an insult. Rather, it's a
comment about bureaucracy. There's an old conservative
idea that government can be run like a business, but years
ago Ludwig von Mises, in his 1944 classic, Bureaucracy,
showed this to be a misconception.
In that little book Mises contrasts the essential nature
of a government bureau with that of a for-profit enterprise. As he points out, these forms of organization could
not be less alike. An enterprise can prosper only if it
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PERSPECTIVE : Bureaucracy Can ' t Be Run like a Business

pleases consumers, who are free at any time to take their
money and search for satisfaction elsewhere. Thus business owners have an infallible guide to how well they are
doing: the profit-and-loss sheet based on market prices
for both inputs and outputs.
This combination of consumer sovereignty, free
competition, and the price system- which all flow from
the same thing: individual liberty-enables enterprises
to perform efficiently. That is why market-based societies are far more prosperous than socialist societies and
why freer economies do better than more-regulated
econonues.
A bureaucracy, in contrast, is missing the feedback so
essential to capitalist success. It gets its revenue not
through the free choices of consumers, but rather from
coerced taxpayers who must pay for "services" whether
they use them or not, or like them or not. Competition
is barred (or hampered), and the "services" are not
priced on the market. As a result, a bureaucracy has no
need to please consumers and faces no profit-and-loss
test. It cannot calculate as a business can. The pro-consumer rule of business, "Make a profit," cannot apply to
a bureaucracy, so it instead is required to follow pages of
procedural regulations that bear no relation to "customer" satisfaction.
A key implication of the difference between bureaucracies and enterprises is that the former's problems are
not merely matters of personnel. Thus what ails a
bureaucracy cannot be cured by turning it over to a
businessman. Mises writes, "It is vain to advocate a
bureaucratic reform through the appointment of businessmen as heads of various departments. The quality of
being an entrepreneur is not inherent in the personality
of the entrepreneur; it is inherent in the position w hich
he occupies in the framework of market society."
In other words, the businessman won't change the
bureaucracy; the bureaucracy will change the businessman. If we want agencies responsible for emergency
services to perform as well as Wal-Mart does, they must
be where Wal-Mart is: in the marketplace.

but as Dwight Lee shows, in this case the counterintuitive is correct.
One of the few constructive parts of President Bush's
unprecedented pledge to rebuild New Orleans and the
rest of the wracked Gulf Coast was his short-lived suspension of the Davis-Bacon Act, a legal wage-fixing
scheme for federal construction. George Leef explains
why the President should have stuck to his guns.
Eighty years ago this month a man was born who
would grow up to be a great educator for the freedom philosophy in his country, Guatemala. Donald
Boudreaux tells the inspirational story of former FEE
trustee Manuel Ayau, who's still going strong.
Stripped of economic jargon, import quotas and tariffs are nothing but forcible interference with individuals' peaceful exchange across national borders. What, asks
Manuel Ayau, could be more presumptuous?
After the terrorist attacks of9/ 11 the federal government stepped in to bail out the struggling airlines. How
did it do? Paul Cleveland and Michael Tucker look at
the record.
A Chinese government-owned oil company tried to
buy Unocal, but a coalition in Congress made sure the
acquisition would not occur. Was that a good thing? See
what James Dorn has to say.
With the Labour Party firmly in control and Gordon
Brown set to succeed Tony Blair as head of the party,
what's in store for Great Britain? Norman Barry reports
from the scene.
Here's what our columnists have come up with:
Richard Ebeling makes the case for monetary freedom.
Lawrence Reed optimistically describes liberal activities
in Africa. Thomas Szasz explores the meaning of mad
genius. Burton Folsom relates tales from the annals of
unpredictable entrepreneurship. Walter Williams continues his Economics for the Citizen series. And Robert
Murphy, irked by the claim that Hurricane Katrina
proved that government is too small, booms, " It Just
Ain't So!"
Books undergoing examination by our reviewers
deal with the persistence of poverty in Latin America,
energy, economic rights, and global warming.
This being our December issue, we wind up, as usual,
with the year's index.
-Sheldon Richman
srichman@fee.org

***

Hurricane Katrina illustrated not only the damage
that nature can wreak, but also the damage that government can wreak. Most people would find it counterintuitive that we'd be better off with "price gouging" and
without the Federal Emergency Management Agency,
5
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Hurricane Katrina Shows that
Government Is Too Small?
It Just Ain't So!
BY ROBERT P. MURPHY
to help with evacuation, turned down offers of generators, refused the Coast Guard's efforts to deliver diesel
fuel, and, incredibly, actually sent out an alert to first
responders nationwide telling them not to respond to
the disaster (unfolding on TV) until specifically requested through the appropriate channels. Besides these direct
obstacles, President Bush's stern warnings against "price
gouging" served to further stymie the flow of goods into
the ravaged region.
The government's responsibility for the disaster goes
deeper still. As Lew Rockwell has cogently demonstrated ("The State and the Flood," www.lewrockwell.com/
rockwell/ flood.htrnl), it was not the hurricane per se
that ravaged New Orleans, but rather the failure several
hours later of the levee system. That system is owned and
operated by the congressionally controlled Army Corps
of Engineers, hardly starved for money. As the Washington Post reported, "[O)ver the five years of President
Bush's administration, Louisiana has received far more
money for Corps civil works projects than any other
state, about $1.9 billion."
Nor was this an unanticipated danger: lvor van Heerden ofLouisiana State University had developed models
in which the levees became overwhelmed, and warned
of this possibility as Katrina approached. Moreover,
National Geographic ran an article last year that described
the vulnerability of New Orleans to a major hurricane.
In the private sector, if a particular contractor ignored
warnings from experts and thus invited disaster upon
his clients, that would spell bankruptcy. Does anyone
think the levee system in New Orleans will now be
privatized?

y now everyone is aware of the almost inconceivable incompetence of the Federal Emergency Management Agency's (FEMA) response
to Hurricane Katrina. Those who cherish liberty might
think this episode would bolster their cause. However, as
usual the state's intellectual bodyguards have attempted
to use this disaster to justifY ever higher budgets and
even more dictatorial powers.
An excellent example is economist Paul Krugman,
who in his September 5 New York Times column blames
FEMA's bungling on "the right": "[T)he federal government's lethal ineptitude wasn't just a consequence of Mr.
Bush's personal inadequacy; it was a consequence of ideological hostility to the very idea of using government
to serve the public good. For 25 years the right has been
denigrating the public sector, telling us that government
is always the problem, not the solution. Why should we
be surprised that when we needed a government solution, it wasn't forthcoming?"
Typical for a government apologist, so let us analyze
it carefully: The federal government first arrogates to
itself tremendous powers and money to "guarantee" certain outcomes in "essential" sectors, including macroeconomic growth, national defense, education, health
care, mail delivery, electricity and other utilities, law
enforcement, roads, and the response to natural disasters.
Because of government intervention, it is precisely these
areas that are the most deficient. The stark failures are
then cited as proof of the inadequacy of the free market
and to justifY another round of political measures.
In fact, the real damage done by the federal government lay in FEMA's rebuff of private and local-government
help: FEMA officials rejected trucks of supplies from
Wal-Mart, prevented the Red Cross from delivering
food, turned back a 500-boat citizen flotilla that wished

B
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Robert Murphy (Robert.Murphy@hillsdale.edu) is a visiting assistant
professor of economics at Hillsdale College and an adjunct scholar UJith the
Mackinac Centerfor Public Policy in Midland, Michigarr.
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Contrary to Krugman, it was precisely the government's involvement that led to disaster, and it is the continued presence of federal officials that hampers the
rescue and recovery effort. Furthermore, it is not simply
that the "wrong people" are in charge-as Krugman
trunks. Don't misunderstand; I believe former FEMA
director Michael Brown deserves all the criticism he has
received. His August 29 memo stating that among the
duties of federal employees was to "convey a positive
image" of the government relief efforts is particularly
infuriating. And the absurdities of FEMA's responsesuch as delaying firefighters two days in Atlanta hotels to
receive sexual-harassment training and watch videos on
the rustory of FEMA while people were still dying in
New Orleans-are indefensible.
Yet what would Krugman's ideal FEMA chief do
instead? Would he or she know how many bottles of
water and canned meat were needed in each shelter?
Would he or she know whether letting a particular
group of eager citizens into a flooded area (with contaminated water, downed power lines, collapsing buildings, and armed looters) would help or hurt the rescue
effort? Would Krugman's ideal FEMA chief know how
many people to call up for the relief effort, and how to
allocate them among various tasks such as restoring utilities, setting up shelters, tending to the sick, and searching for survivors?
Among other ways to view it, New Orleans and
other ravaged areas suffered from an economic problem. It
is not immediately obvious wruch supplies should be
sent to wruch areas where they will do the most good.
(Indeed, part of the problem is to meaningfully drifi.ne the
"most good" in this context.) The American public
responded generously in the wake of the tragedy, but the
besieged FEMA officials didn't know what to do with all
of the donations and offers of assistance rolling in. In
hindsight, we can certainly conclude that they made bad
decisions, but the problem isn't simply that they didn't
care, or were put in place through "raw cronyism"
(Krugman's description for Brown's appointment).

one person or group in charge of coordinating the rescue and recovery after a hurricane, just as there doesn't
need to be one person or group in charge of automobile production. In the absence of government-imposed
order, private charities and businesses would have
catered to the needy in ways they deemed best. Yes,
some would miscalculate and direct diesel fuel or volunteer firefighters to the wrong areas, but in a free society
(with no FEMA) such mistakes would be limited to
those who voluntarily abided by these decisions; other
groups and businesses would not make those mistakes,
and the overall relief effort would be far more effective.
Even many pro-market writers have failed to push
the case this far. The Wall Street Journal has run several
articles contrasting the shoddy performance of the government with private companies such as Wal-Mart and
Home Depot. Inexplicably, after conceding that "a
FEMA is never going to operate with the agility of a
FedEx" because "FedEx and the others perform at this
level 24/7; that's the nature of competition;' the Journal
concluded that "there are lessons here worth learning
and attempting to transfer to the public sector." In a similar Journal article, Daniel Henninger lamented that the
scientific knowledge exists to deal effectively with natural disasters, but that government bureaucracies are
"poorly incentivized" and respond to political pressures.
Yet Henninger concludes, "A public role is unavoidable
and political leadership is necessary."
The vulnerability of New Orleans and the botched
relief efforts epitomize the inability of government
agencies to prevent or mitigate damage from natural disasters. We do not rely on federal bureaucracies to oversee the transport of resources and the distribution of
goods and services in "non-essential" areas during normalcy, and in these areas the free market performs prodigious feats of coordination. It is in the aftermath of a
natural disaster-when traditional distribution channels
are destroyed and consumer preferences have changed
for millions of people-that the dynamism of a free
market is needed the most. Yet writers such as Paul
Krugman draw the exact opposite conclusion, and
interpret a blatant failure of federal emergency "management" as proof of the need for more money and
power in the hands of the Leviathan state.
'

FEMA Is the Problem

T

he problem is that a bureaucracy such as FEMA
exists in the first place. There doesn't need to be
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Mitigating Disaster: Abolish FEMA and
Let Gas Prices Rise
BY DWIGHT R. LEE

hurricanes Katrina and Rita, but they wanted to do so
heard no complaints about the money people were
effectively. One of the most effective ways of providing
paying for the federal government's relief effort in
that help was by sharing badly needed products, such as
the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina. I cannot say
this about the higher prices for gasoline. It was hard to
gasoline, with those in the devastated area. And higher
find anyone not complaining. Why the difference? After
prices are the most effective way of motivating that
all, the extra amount the average family had to pay for
sharing.
The higher prices we paid for gasoline reflected the
gasoline because of the supply disruptions caused by
fact that the hurricanes temporarily reduced gasoline
Katrina is much less than the extra taxes it will pay for
supplies. After the hurricanes there was not as much
the Federal Emergency Management Agency's (FEMA)
gasoline available as consumers wanted
relief effort.When I asked a number of
at pre-hurricane prices. Furthermore,
people, including students, why comThe higher gas prices
more gas was suddenly needed along
plain about higher prices for gas and
not higher taxes for relief efforts, the motivated tens of
the Gulf Coast to bring in rescue perresponse was the same-we don't
sonnel, evacuate the homeless, help
millions
of
drivers
to
mind paying more taxes to help othclear the rubble, and get on with
ers, but we don't like being ripped off conserve gasoline,
reconstruction efforts. The higher gas
1
by greedy oil companies. No doubt
prices motivated tens of millions of
this answer reflected sincere feelings of allowing more to be
drivers to conserve gasoline, allowing
generosity and concern. But it was available where it
more to be available where it was
fundamentally mistaken for at least
badly needed. No matter how much
was badly needed.
two reasons.
sympathy we expressed for the hurriThe first reason is that it fails to
cane victims, it is na·ive to think we
recognize how higher gas prices (and higher prices in
would have reduced our gas consumption much, if any,
general) after a natural disaster greatly increase our abilwithout a price increase. Most people would have
ity to help others. The second reason is that the political
rationalized that their reduction wasn't going to make
process (as opposed to the market process) reduces our
any noticeable difference, so why should they make a
incentives to understand how best to help others, and
sacrifice when hardly anyone else was?
exploits this lack of understanding to take more of our
There were price increases for other products
money to provide far less help than is possible. When
urgently needed in the stricken area, and those higher
these two reasons are considered together, the concluprices also motivated us to conserve so more would be
sion is that the most effective things we can do to help
available to the hurricane victims. We didn't notice the
disaster victims are: 1) pay higher prices for gas and 2)
abolish FEMA.
Dwight Lee (dlee@terry.uga.edu) leaches ec011omics at the Terry College of
Busi11ess, U11iversity of Georgia.
Of course, most people wanted to help the victims of
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higher prices for most of these products as much as we
did for gasoline because their supplies were not disrupted to the same degree. But there were a host of price
increases that resulted from the shortages along the Gulf
after the hurricane, and these prices provided the necessary incentives for all of us to adjust our consumption in
ways that helped the victims.
The help we provided by paying higher prices was
indirect, and not as easily seen or emotionally satisfYing
as shipping resources directly to people in need. But we
shouldn't let this blind us to the facts.
Of course the victims of Katrina and Rita needed
more than extra gas and other products. Many lost not
just their homes, but also their jobs and the ability to pay
for what they needed. Their very survival often depended on direct shipments of food, bottled water, rescue
equipment, medical supplies, and building material. This
help is what we are going to pay for with higher taxes
that few people complained about because, according to
what they say, they don't mind paying what it takes to
help people in distress. But there is another reason people don't complain about the amount they pay to
finance government relief efforts, and this reason
explains why these efforts are less effective than they
should be. Almost no one has any idea how much he is
paying for relief efforts, and even if he did, he would
have little reason to consider whether the relief is being
provided cost- effectively.
It is doubtful if anyone really knows how much he
pays in taxes. If you prepare your own taxes, you might
remember how much you paid in state and federal
income taxes last year. But politicians have been masterful at disguising and delaying taxes in ways that make it
impossible to really know what our tax bill is and what
our money goes for. W ho knows how much he paid in
sales taxes, or excise taxes, or import taxes (in higher
prices), or corporate-profit taxes (also in higher prices),
or in inflation, or what the present value is of his future
tax increases resulting from current spending, or his
share of the productivity losses caused by the excess burden of taxation? Nobody knows.
But even if we did know our total tax bill, we would
still have no idea how much of what we pay goes for
particular government programs and services, such as
relief efforts, or how much more we will pay in taxes

because of a natural disaster like Hurricane Katrina.
Indeed, few of us are aware of more than a small fraction
of the government activities we are paying for. So when
the cost of a government activity, like providing relief for
hurricane victims, goes up, people simply aren't aware
of, or don't register, the increase.
It's not just our ignorance of how much our taxes are
and what they are going for that allows politicians to
provide us with services that are poorly designed and
incompetently delivered and then charge us more than
they would be worth even if they were efficiently provided. There is also the problem that individuals can do
little about the situation. No one can switch his patronage, and tax dollars, from FEMA to a competitive relief
agency.

The Problem with Getting Our Gas from Tax Mart
f gas were paid for and provided as government disaster relief is, an increase in the cost of gas would motivate few if any complaints because the increase would
go largely unnoticed. Unfortunately, any motivation for
people to adjust their consumption appropriately in
response to the higher cost of gasoline would disappear
right along with the complaints about cost. Misallocation and waste in the use of gasoline would be guaranteed.
The problems would extend beyond those caused by
the lack of consumer information on the cost of gasoline. If gas were provided like disaster relief, we would
have to pay through our taxes; gas would then be available at a price of zero at Tax Mart gas stations in quantities determined politically. If you wanted to buy your
gasoline from a private supplier, or buy more than your
Tax Mart quota allows, you could do so, but your tax bill
would remain the same. No one would be surprised if
the service and gas were noticeably worse at Tax Mart
than at private gas stations. Tax Mart bureaucrats wouldn't have to worry about budget cuts despite lousy service and poor quality gas, since people would continue to
put up with its poor performance-the only alternative
would be to pay twice for gas. Indeed, Tax Mart's budget might be increased in the futile hope of improving its
operation. There would surely be complaints about the
quality of the service, but many would confront the cognitive dissonance brought on by their continued patron-
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Dwight R. Lee lr-----------------------------------------------------------------------more to help disaster VlCtims. How? By abolishing
age ofTax Mart despite its inadequacies by corning up
with rationalizations for its problems.
FEMA and getting the federal government out of disasSo we shouldn't be surprised that few people comter relief.
The immediate response to the recommendation that
plained about the cost of the government's efforts to
federal government quit providing disaster relief is that
provide relief for the victims of natural disasters. Neither
private responses would be woefully inadequate because
should we be surprised that the complaints that these
of the free-rider problem . Without the federal governrelief efforts are generally carried out ineptly, and not
infrequently (as was the case with Hurricane Katrina)
ment forcing everyone to contribute to disaster relief
with almost criminal negligence, do little to motivate
through taxation, people would contribute little if any to
improved performance next time. There is little, if anyprivate relief organizations (such as th e American Red
Cross, Salvation Army, United Way, and many other repthing, any individual taxpayers can do that would
utable charities), attempting to free-ride off the contrinoticeably motivate government officials to use tax dolbutions of others.
lars more efficiently to help victims of natural disasters.
With no sense of empowerment, taxpayers have little
The free-rider problem no doubt reduces voluntary
reason to pay more than passing attencontributions below ideal levels after
natural disasters. But the question is
tion to the inadequacies of disaster
The waste, delays, and not whether voluntary contributions
relief. Some might become agitated
enough to vote against the politicians incompetence that
are a perfect solution to the disaster
supposedly in charge, and they might
relief, but whether the addition of
characterize
FEMA
be defeated. But such changes at the
FEMA to voluntary contributions and
top seldom result in fundam ental are the result of a
private relief efforts makes things betchanges in the bureaucratic incentives
ter or worse. D espite free-rider probfree-rider
problem
that ultimately determine the perlems, Americans give generously to
formance of government programs.
inherent in
federal private charities to address a host of
No matter what group of politicians
social problems, and they are particuwins the next election, as long as tax- spending programs.
larly generous after disasters, natural or
payers have no idea how much they
otherwise. U.S. charities raised over
are paying for disaster relief and have no control over
$2.2 billion after the 9/ 11 terrorist attacks, and nearly
how much they pay whether or not they are satisfied
$1.3 billion for the victims of the 2004 tsunamis. But
with how well the relief is provided, there is little reason
according to The Chronicle of Philanthropy, as of about a
week after Katrina hit New Orleans, the pace of private
to expect the next relief effort to be any better than the
last.
charitable giving to victims was greater than that following these previous disasters.2 Also, private giving
Abolish FEMA
would surely be greater if people were able to keep
elping large numbers of people after natural disasmore of their income and were not lured into believing,
ters is complicated, made more so by the damage
as many are, that their tax dollars were taking care of the
to the physical and social infrastructure needed to proproblems.
vide the help. No relief effort will be flawless. But if
It is doubtful, of co urse, that private charitable conthose paying the bill for disaster relief knew the price
tributions would come very close to the amount spent
and had some control over how the money was being
by the federal government. When comparing relief
spent, improvements would be made in the effectiveness
efforts funded by the federal government and those
and efficiency of the help. Taxpayers can never have the
financed by voluntary contributions, however, it is a missame degree of information and control as they have
take to concentrate solely on the free-rider problem
when buying gasoline. They can be given more inforassociated with the latter. The waste, delays, and incommation and control than they have now, however, and do
petence that characterize FEMA are the result of a free -
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rider problem inherent in all federal spending programs.
Taxpayers can be forced to pay for FEMA, but they cannot be forced to contribute to those collective actions
needed to prevent FEMA from taking too much of their
money and spending it in ways that provide too little
help for disaster victims and often make things worse.
(The current level of government spending for disaster
relief undoubtedly increases the harm to life and property. Subsidized insurance and government-financed
rebuilding programs lower the private cost of building in
areas highly vulnerable to hurricane and flood damage.
Making less money available for such subsidies would
result in more rational patterns of development, save
lives, and reduce property damage in the future.)
Taxpayers and victims of disasters would be better off
if each 1) contributed to efforts to monitor FEMA and
report on the cost and effectiveness of its activities, and
2) communicated to their political representatives that
the resulting information was going to influence how
they were going to vote in the next election. But this
isn't going to happen because of the government free rider problem. This problem seldom gets discussed, even
though it is probably a bigger obstacle to helping disaster victims today than the free-rider problem associated
with private giving would be if FEMA were abolished.
No one denies that contributors to private charities
also fail to monitor those charities diligently and that
those charities often fail to make the best possible use of
the money they spend. But there is an important difference. If the word gets out that the American Red Cross,
for example, is not making good use of donations, people can shift their contributions to other private chari-

ties that are doing a better job. We don't have this option
with FEMA. Instead of getting less money because of its
poor performance, FEMA will almost surely get more,
with the justification that more is needed to do a better
job.
The contrast between the public's response to gas
prices after the hurricanes and its response to the cost of
government efforts to help the hurricane victims is
instructive. The lessons this contrast teaches, if given
some thought, are 1) gasoline suppliers were doing a
good job serving the public interest because gas prices
forced people to accept the harsh realities and motivated them to respond in ways that helped the hurricane
victims, and 2) because people had no idea what the
government relief effort cost and had no effective way to
respond to the cost even if they had known what it was,
government did a poor job helping the hurricane victims. Once the fundamental and intractable problems of
helping disaster victims by forcing people to fund
FEMA are considered seriously, abolishing the agency
@
doesn't seem like such a radical proposal.

1. Once the news started reporting on the delays and inadequacies in FEMA's response, I did hear people complaining about its
poor performance. The complaints were not about the costs, but
about the people and parry in charge of the relief effort and how the
right people would have done a far better job.
2. Nicole Lewis and Nicole Wallace, "Americans Have Given at
Least $670-Million for Victims of Hurricane Katrina," I11e Chronicle
of Philanthropy, September, 9, 2005, http: / / philanthropy.com/
free/ update/ 2005/09/2005090801.htm. The Associated Press later
reported that $1.3 billion had been raised privately www.
washington post. com/ wp-dyn / content/ article I 2 00 5 I 0 912 8 I
AR2005092801529.html.
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Repeal Davis-Bacon
BY GEORGE C. LEEF

Davis-Bacon is an ugly relic of the legislative hystefter Hurricane Katrina ravaged much of the
ria that gripped Washington during the Great DepresGulf Coast, President Bush ordered the suspension. It was passed in 1931 and signed into law by the
sion of the federal Davis-Bacon Act, which
emphatically non-laissez faire President Herbert
mandates that workers on all federally financed conHoover. Hoover was convinced that prosperity could be
struction projects of more than $2,000 (virtually all, that
restored if wages were kept high.With its guarantee that
is) be paid the "prevailing wage" of the project location.
construction wages on federal projects
The suspension would have covered
would be taken out of competition,
only the parts of the coast devastated Davis-Bacon's conDavis-Bacon seemed to be a good idea
by the hurricane.
to the president.
Big Labor and its leftist allies gressional sponsors
Its congressional sponsors, however,
howled that this move would be were carrying water
were not thinking about its supposed
"anti-worker" because it would lift
for
the
overwhelmmacroeconomic effects. They were cartheir "wage protection." The howlrying water for the overwhelmingly
ing worked: Bush in late October
ingly white construc- white
construction unions, which were
reinstated Davis-Bacon as of Novemcomplaining that contractors were
tion unions, which
ber 8.
underbidding them by using lowerThe truth, however, is that Daviswere
complaining
nonunion black workers. Conpaid
Bacon and all the state prevailingwage laws are price-fixing schemes, that contractors were
struction unions are labor cartels,
enforced by government, designed to
seeking to keep wages artificially high
shield high-cost unionized workers underbidding them
by suppressing competition, and just
against competition from more- by using lower-paid
like other cartels, they succeed only if
efficient nonunion contractors. By
they can have government stifle the
nonunion
black
competition that naturally occurs in
preventing those more-efficient contractors from underbidding the union
the free market.
workers.
rates, prevailing-wage laws ensure that
Imagine a parallel situation, where
union workers will get most government construction
the auto dealers in some state want to enjoy higher profits. They get together and agree that no one will sell a
work. A union electrician, for example, is thus able to
work at the set union scale, which may actually be more
car for less than its sticker price. Sadly, they soon discovthan he often gets in the market, while the nonunion
er that their prices are being undercut by nasty outsiders
electrician cannot be employed at the rate he is willing
who will negotiate better deals with customers. Their
to work for. Prevailing-wage laws are special-interest
solution? They lobby the legislature for a "prevailing
legislation pure and simple, benefiting some workers at
George Lee] (georgeleef@aol.com) is the book review editor of
the expense of others-and the taxpayers.
The Freeman.
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price" law that makes it illegal for anyone to sell below
the "official" price. The law sets up a new government
office to determine what the official price of each car is
and to enforce compliance.
If we had "prevailing price" laws to "protect" auto
dealers, almost everyone would see that it was just a
price-fixing conspiracy. I say "almost" because the dealers would attempt to make it seem as though their conspiracy was actually in the public interest. They might
claim that by promoting "price stability" they were actually protecting the public against unsafe cars, since a
study (of course, they'll be able to conjure up some piece
of "research") shows that cars purchased from "cutthroat" dealers have a bad accident record.
The construction unions have done exactly the same
thing. They use the government to suppress competition, and their public argument for doing so is that
union workers are safer on the job. The safety argument
is entirely bogus, but it gives the unions and their political allies a place to retreat to when their competitionstifling law is questioned.
Prevailing-wage laws largely, although not entirely,
shut nonunion construction firms out because their
work is not organized around the rigid and inefficient
job classifications the unions use. Trying to fit a
nonunion firm's round peg into the square hole of prevailing-wage regulation is usually too troublesome, so
government construction overwhelmingly goes to
unionized contractors. That's exactly what the unions
want. Economist Morgan Reynolds made the point
clearly in his book Making America Poorer: The Cost of
Labor Law. He wrote, "Eventually, construction unions
will be confined to federally financed construction,
where union inefficiencies are protected by the DavisBacon Act. In open competition, the building-trades
unions--with their exorbitant wages, inefficient work
practices, and strikes--cannot survive."
Taxpayers are hit twice with needless costs due to
Davis-Bacon. First, the costs of federal building projects
are inflated. It's impossible to say exactly how much so
because we can't know how much lower the bids would

Dav i s - Bacon

have been if the cost of labor weren't fixed by government edict. In 2003 the House Budget Cornnuttee, in
recommending repeal or at least curtailment of DavisBacon, concluded that application of the law typically
increases costs by 5 to 15 percent, and sometimes as
much as 40 percent. A lot of tax dollars are wasted due
to the prevailing-wage law. And of course, some of
those dollars end up being paid back to union treasuries
in dues, to be used in lobbying for more federal construction.

Rigging the Game
he second hit on the taxpayers is for the Department of Labor (DOL) bureaucracy that's necessary
to determine the "prevailing wage" rates. That function
isn't even done honestly much of the time; DOL
bureaucrats have been known, for example, to say that
the rate "prevailing" in a rural area is actually the union
scale in the nearest large city. But even if every prevailing-wage determination were done "accurately," it
would still be a complete waste of time since we can
(and should) rely on competition instead. There is no
need for government officials to deternune the cost of
any part of a construction bid.
Suspending Davis-Bacon for the construction work
done in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina would have
been perfectly sensible. It would be more sensible yet if
Congress would just repeal this anticompetitive relic. As
long as we have to put up with government construction, at least we ought to get the benefit of full competitive bidding.
There is, however, a solution that's better still. Back in
the Red Scare of the 1950s, when people were frantic
over the prospect of communists in government jobs,
former Freeman editor Frank Chodorov said, " If you're
really worried about communists in government jobs,
why not just get rid of the government jobs?" SinUlarly,
if you're worried about excessive federal spending on
government construction projects--and you should
be--why not stop, or at least greatly curtail, government
construction projects?
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Africans Whom Westerners Should Heed
BY LAWRENCE W. REED

Aid!" screamed the headline. Shikwati argued that billions in past aid have simply fattened bureaucracies, bred
corruption, and fostered complacency at best. At worst,
aid has weakened local farmers and entrepreneurs, who
can't compete with free foreign stuff. " If the industrial
nations really want to help the Africans," he declared,
"they should finally terminate this awful aid."
Shikwati's think tank, the Inter-Region Economic
Network (www.irenkenya.org), fosters free-market economic education. It hosts seminars in east Africa focused
on training Africans to develop their own entrepreneurial talents and oppose government policies that stand in
their way. He believes that development cannot happen
as long as large numbers of Africans, encouraged by
Western statists, think of themselves as victims and beggars. Instead of acting like "a child that cries for its
babysitter," he says Africa "should stand on its own two
feet."
Leon Louw of South Africa was all but alone when
he said similar things in the 1970s. This year, the 30th
anniversary of his Free Market Foundation in Johannesburg and CapeTown (www.freemarketfoundation.com),
he can celebrate the fact that groups like his and Shikwati's are on the rise in Africa-and striking a chord
with ordinary Africans as they put the policies of governments at home and abroad under the microscope.
In Africa's most populous nation, Nigeria, criticism of
Western aid is echoed by former journalist Thompson
Ayodele (also the subject of this column, in April 2003).
As founder and head of the Institute of Public Policy
Analysis (www.ippanigeria.org), Ayodele observes that
"From 1970 to 2000 Africa received about $400 billion
in aid. Africa has got enough financial help from overseas .. .. If anyone really wants to help poor Africans out
of the vicious circle of poverty he must promote free

the G8 Summit in Scotland last July, hosted
y Britain's Tony Blair, European and North
merican politicians (all of them white) cried
crocodile tears for the plight of black Africans. Echoing
a gaggle of actors, rock stars, socialist ideologues, Third
World dictators, and other learned economic-development experts, they called for another transfer of wealth
from developed nations to the undeveloped ones of
Africa-which, by most measures, would seem to
exclude no country on the continent.
G8 leaders want governments to dramatically boost
the overall level of foreign aid to Africa and grant relief
for debts incurred by African regimes. The magnitude of
the proposed subsidies brings new meaning to the usually pejorative phrase "throwing money at the problem."
Bold, imaginative leadership? New, creative solutions
to intractable problems? Hardly. More like political posturing, expensive guilt trips, and ignorance of reality and
economics. The collective response of thinking people
should be, "Been there, done that."
Indeed, that is the response of a growing number of
thinking people in Africa itself. Not the governments
there, of course, whose fingers foreign aid must often slip
through first before trickling into the mouths of the
hungry citizens they oppress. Not the rich, transient
showmen like Bono who think they've "experienced
Africa" by venturing out of a five-star hotel with a digital camera. I'm referring to Africans who have seen
firsthand what foreign aid has done to their countries,
who understand what really makes an undeveloped
country become developed, and who are writing and
speaking out with a boldness and erudition that is challenging the failed status quo.
One such man is former grade-school teacher James
Shikwati of Kenya (the subject of this column in May
2002). Thirty-four-year-old Shikwati made waves in
both Europe and Africa in a July interview published by
Germany's Der Spiegel. "For God's Sake, Please Stop the
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commerce, protect property rights, encourage openness
to trade, allow markets to flourish and reduce government intervention in the economy."
Ayo dele doesn't want Tony Blair's money, but he does
want a policy change. "Prime Minister Blair should use
the same zeal and commitment which he now devotes
to promoting foreign aid and debt cancellation to call
instead for the phasing-out of trade-distorting subsidies
and tariffs among his allies which total $1 billion a day.
Abrogating those policies would do far more to improve
the lives of millions of poverty-stricken people in Africa
than any amount of foreign aid."
Harmful as they are, trade barriers imposed by nonAfrican countries aren't nearly as bad as the barriers
African governments foist on fellow Africans. Average
tariffs within Africa, the IMF notes, are more than 50
percent higher than in the rest of the world. Figures
from the World Bank indicate that while sub-Sahara
African nations hit agricultural commodities from
Europe with an average tariff of 19 percent, they burden
similar products from their neighbors with a staggering
33.6 percent rate. Moreover, goods sit stranded by red
tape at customs in sub-Saharan countries an average of
three times longer than they do in western Europe.
For decades Kenyans could buy Ugandan foodstuffs
from Britain for less than they could buy them from
nearby Uganda. Free traders like Shikwati have imagined how much better off Kenyans would be if they
could avoid their own tariffs and the British middleman
by buying directly from Uganda. Finally, last January free
trade scored a victory when several east African countries signed a joint customs-union protocol that reduced
or eliminated many tariffs.

Africans Whom Westerners Should Heed

industries at the expense of consumers. His organization
is educating young scholars in his native Ghana to promote the needed changes.
Cudjoe speaks in brutally honest terms about the
high-level corruption that steals savings from citizens
and capital from entrepreneurs. Government spending
throughout Africa, he says, routinely funnels both aid
and tax dollars to the politically well-connected. When
foreign-aid advocates claim that a child dies in Africa
every three seconds from hunger or disease, Cudjoe
poignantly asks, "But do you realize that $4,700 gets
stolen by African governments every second?"
When the Dutch-based airline KLM offered to begin
flights from Ghana to neighboring countries, Ghanaian
government officials demanded bribes. KLM pulled out.
"Western nations didn't do that to us, and Western aid
only helps keep such a system going," Cudjoe says.
It's even harder to see how Westerners can be blamed
for troubles in Zimbabwe when its leader, Robert
Mugabe, lives like a prince as his Marxist policies squander the nation's dwindling wealth. This past summer
alone, Mugabe's goons forcibly displaced three-quarters
of a million people in a campaign against private enterprise and his political opponents. Hundreds of thousands
are shivering in tents and hovels, their homes and businesses razed. Does anyone besides Jesse Jackson and Al
Sharpton think that what Zimbabwe really needs is a
boatload ofWestern cash?
Market advocates throughout Africa have come to a
conclusion once famously expressed by the comic strip
character Pogo: "We have met the enemy and he is us."
They understand that foreign subsidies may salve the
consciences of nai:ve foreigners, but they perpetuate the
poverty-creating cultural and political pathologies that
Africans must shed. They have stepped forward and
devoted their careers to filling a longstanding void in
discussions about Africa.
If there is reason for hope in Africa, it is not because
Westerners may foolishly throw more good money after
bad. It is because Africans like Shikwati, Louw, Ayodele,
and Cudjoe are plainly telling the world about the
painful lessons we all must learn from past policies. ~

New liberal Think Tank
iberalizing trade within Africa is a recurring theme
of one of the continent's newest think tanks, Imani:
the Centre for Humane Education (www.imanighana.
org). Its founder, Franklin Cudjoe, believes that "a huge
deficit of market-oriented policies is the main factor
holding Africa back." He notes that trade restrictions
underwrite the massive inefficiencies of state-protected
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Manuel Ayau: Guatemala's Liberal Searcher
BY DONALD J. BOUDREAUX

Remarkable achievements are often the result of
remarkable individuals. Muso is remarkable.
Muso was born in Guatemala in 1925 and celebrates
his 80th birthday this month. Although his parents were
Guatemalan, they had spent much time in the United
States. His father attended Cornell University and even
fought with the U.S. Expeditionary Forces in World War
I. Unfortunately, his father died when Muso was only
five.
Perhaps the added family responsibilities that soon
fell on Muso as a young boy help explain his nickname.
Rumor has it that little Manuel was always eager while
at play to take commanding lead of his siblings and
cousins, so much so that-helped by a Mussolini costume (!) that a relative bought for him-a family member one day remarked that Manuel was indeed much
like the Italian strongman.
While it's true that Muso is a leader, it's more than
ironic that he is nicknamed after a dictator. No man is
more averse to autocratic rule, and no man has labored
with more diligence and single-mindedness on behalf of
free markets and the rule of law than Manuel Ayau.
Regardless, though, the nickname stuck.
Following the wishes of his late father, Ayau studied
in the United States. He attended high school in California and earned his degree in mechanical engineering
from Louisiana State University. During this time, in the
midst ofWorld War II, he also volunteered for a stint in
the Royal Canadian Air Force. Muso then returned to
his native Guatemala to manage a family firm that produced industrial gases.

riving to my hotel from the Guatemala City
airport on my first trip to Guatemala in January 2000, I commented to my host that I was
pleasantly surprised to find no customs agents ransacking people's luggage. In fact, once my fellow fliers and I
had our passports stamped by the passport-control officials, the airport was refreshingly clear of the usual
swarms of harassing government officials.
My host smiled and said, " I pushed for that. For years
I pushed for that. Finally I won." He spoke these words
not boastfully, just matter-of-factly.
Normally I would have been skeptical of such a
claim. But in this case I immediately knew it to be true.
My host, you see, was Manuel F Ayau, whom I'd known
for several years. He was a valued member of the board
of trustees of FEE during my presidency of that indispensable organization. I knew that Muso- as he is affectionately called- possesses an almost superhuman ability
to get things done, to make good things happen, to
move matters forward.
He continued to explain his motives for ridding the
airport of routine customs checks. "When I first brought
Mises to Guatemala back in the '60s, I of course met his
flight when it landed. I was standing next to him as a
customs agent searched the contents of his luggage.
Mises leaned over to me and remarked, 'They're making
sure that I'm bringing no wealth into your country.' I
determined then and there that I would work to put an
end to that nonsense."
It took over three decades, but Muso eventually
succeeded. No officials today patrol against wealth
brought to Guatemala by passengers flying into its capital city.
What a remarkable achievement.
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Soon encountering burdensome regulations, corrupt
bureaucrats, and absurd taxes, he joined with other
Guatemalan businessmen seeking to free consumers and
producers from the then-dominant command-and-control regulatory regime that was suffocating commerce.
But as Muso once recalled to me, "I quickly became disillusioned. Even when we won a battle now and then,
we continued to lose the war against statism. I realized
that we would make no real progress unless we changed
the underlying ideas of the people. We had to take a
long-run perspective. I learned that freedom must triumph in people's minds and hearts before it can make
any headway in politics."
So in 1958 he and six like-minded friends founded
the Center for Economic-Social Studies, better known
by the Spanish acronym "CEES." As M uso writes in an
unpublished memoir, "CEES's goal was to
study and disseminate the ethical, economic
and legal principles of the free society."
CEES embarked on an ambitious program of translating into Spanish classic
works of economics, political philosophy,
and law that were not then available in
Spanish-works such as Mises's Theory and
History and Frederic Bastiat's The LAw. And
not only translating and distributing them,
but also reading and studying them. In addition to running his business and helping to Manuel F. Ayau
Courtesy of UFM
administer CEES, this effective doer is also a
deep thinker. He and his CEES associates studied and
discussed the works of Mill, Mises, and Hayek, among
others. In this way they became impressively self-taught
in the social sciences.
As CEES's reputation grew, other Latin American
liberals took notice. In 1959 the people at Mexico's
Institute of Economic and Social Research introduced
Muso and his CEES colleagues to FEE. FEE and its
founding president, Leonard Read, in turn introduced
Muso and his fellow Guatemalans to Mises, Henry
Hazlitt, Ben Rogge, Dean Russell, Israel Kirzner, Hans
Sennholz, and other prominent liberals active in the
United States.
Over the years CEES sponsored talks and seminars in
Guatemala by these and other liberals. In addition, CEES
produced a weekly radio program, wrote and distributed
17

thousands of op-eds, and even created a few television
programs explaining liberalism. Note that these efforts
were not those of businessmen seeking merely to lobby
the government for favorable policy changes today. Even
those who disagree with CEES's goals cannot help but
be impressed with its long-run, principled focus.
Still, for Muso and some of his closest friends, especially Ulysses Dent, CEES was not enough. They
believed that the best hope for liberalism's long-term
health in Guatemala was a high-quality, private university immune to ideological fads du jour-a university
committed to scholarship, to open and rational discourse, and to basic principles of human dignity and
freedom.

The Achievement of a Lifetime
pening a university is no easy chore.
The problem isn't so much the cost.
While brick-and-mortar buildings, competent administrators, and committed and
capable faculty are all expensive, Muso and
his friends were accustomed to securing and
investing large sums of money. But in the
past their investments were in profit-seeking
enterprises designed to start returning
financial gains within, at most, four or five
years.
A university is different. Its goal was not
to earn financial profit but to change the
climate of ideas over the course of generations. Although
students would be charged tuition, the university's
expected cash flow would never cover all expenses. Personal resources and fundraising efforts were necessary at
the start and would remain necessary for as long as the
university operated.
Just as important as money, though, was confidence
in the power and value of liberal ideas-and patience.
When the university was still only a dream, one of
Muso's friends initially balked at a request to contribute to the campaign for its founding. This friend
remarked that a university is too long-run a project;
resources invested today won't bear fruit until two or
three decades have passed. Agreeing that his project
was indeed long-run, Muso asked his friend to describe
a quicker way to fundamentally change ideas. Unable
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to think of any quicker way, this friend became a contributor.
But the greatest obstacle for any upstart university is
developing the reputation necessary to attract the kinds
of students capable of becoming tomorrow's leaders.
With four other universities in Guatemala-most of
which charged little or no tuition because they were
funded generously by the government or the Catholic
church-any new university would be at a real disadvantage.
One person's disadvantage, however, is another person's challenge. Muso was aware of the difficulties in
starting a university from scratch, but he also realized
that a key to its success lay in the very reason he sought
to start it-namely, all the existing universities were dens
of dogmatic statism, incl uding the then-fashionable liberation theology, in which critical thinking had been
supplanted by uncritical emoting.
So Muso came to see that his lack of experience in
academia was no handicap. His inexperience in this area,
in fact, was likely a plus. Because so many lifelong academics, then as now, seemed irresistibly drawn toward
top-down coercive "solutions" to all problems, Muso's
nonacademic background might well insulate him and
his fledgling university from the statist tendencies that
are so prominent in the academy.
Still, by any objective reckoning, the odds were
against the success of a new, private university in
Guatemala. The odds were wrong.
In January 1972 the Universidad Francisco Marroquin (UFM) opened its halls to students. Muso was its
president, a busy position that he held until 1989.
In the three and a half decades since UFM taught its
first students, it has established itself as the premier university in Central America-all the while keeping to its
original liberal moorings and goals. Offering programs
in business, the hard sciences, engineering, liberal arts,
architecture, medicine, dentistry, and law, UFM attracts
the finest students from throughout Central America.
And regardless of any student's chosen concentration, he
or she studies the works of Mises, Hayek, and other great
expositors of liberalism and market theory.
I've lectured many times at UFM and can personally
attest to the impressive high quality of all that it is and
all that it does. It's immensely gratifying to walk the
THE FREEMAN : Ideas on Liberty

pathways of a beautiful campus and see students carrying their dog-eared copies of The Constitution of Liberty,
Human Action, or The Wealth of Nations as they head for
study sessions at the Ludwig von Mises Library. Whenever I'm at UFM-a physical and intellectual oasis in the
heart of Guatemala City-I cannot help but be amazed
at Muso's achievement.

Planners Versus Searchers
n his forthcoming book, economist William Easterly
contrasts "planners" with "searchers." Each planner has
Big Plans-a detailed blueprint for achieving in one fell
swoop fundamental, large-scale, magnificent change
through top-down direction. In contrast, each searcher
wisely realizes that Big Plans are hopeless (and fraught
with danger). A searcher might desire fundamental,
large-scale change as sincerely as any planner does, but
the searcher is practical; he judges courses of action not
by how fine they sound to romantic ears but rather by
their practicability.
Muso is a searcher. He aims for what is within his
reach. Muso's ultimate goal of making Guatemalans free
and prosperous is a grand aspiration, so grand that it cannot be achieved with a Big Plan. Being a searcher, Muso
realizes that the best that he (or anyone) can do is to
approach this goal step by step- by talking to friends
and acquaintances, by translating books, by writing opeds, by founding a university. Also, Muso possesses two
other qualities of the searcher.
First, the searcher understands how to formulate
achievable goals so that, once achieved, each one serves
as a stepping stone toward the ultimate goal. We might
call this "the searcher's vision." Anyone can easily envision his own version of the good society. But many people let their vision of the ultimate goal turn them into
planners longing for a Powerful Authority to implement
and enforce the vision.
Such people-Karl Marx is a prime example-are
typically honored by being called "visionaries." But
because Big Plans are inevitably dysfunctional, the
societies that such "visionaries" envisage as resulting
from their Big Plans are just that: images, mirages,
fantasies, delusions. The actual awful results of Big Plans
are never foreseen. Therefore, planners are never truly
visionaries. Instead, they are what we might call
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"delusionaries"-people whose delusions blind them to
reality.
True visionaries are always searchers, understanding
that the ultimate goal and all but the next step or two
toward that goal are too distant for anyone here and now
to see or predict in detail. So the "searcher's vision," while
keeping the ultimate goal always within the searcher's
sight, focuses his gaze on achievable next steps likely to
get him closer to that goal. The searcher, following this
vision, takes these steps.
Second, the searcher is patient. He resists urges to
leap toward the ultimate goal, for he knows that any
such leap would be blind and futile. He's confident that
once today's best achievable step is taken, his "searcher's
vision" tomorrow will show him the best follow-up
step. Compared to taking great leaps through Big Plans
toward the ultimate goal, the searcher's process is often
tedious and seldom exhilarating. Its great advantage is
that it offers the only likelihood of success.
Although they appear to be mundane, searchers'

qualities are remarkable and too rare. It is only through
the patient, wisdom-guided efforts of searchers that
humankind achieves goals that are noble and lasting.
In his long and productive life, Muso the Searcher
can take pride in genuine achievement- achievement
not confined to Guatemala. In addition to his many
pressing duties there, he also served as president of the
Mont Pelerin Society (1978-80) and trustee of Liberty
Fund. But, of course, it is his native country that owes
him the greatest debt.
Because of Muso, the community of liberal scholars,
journalists, and business professionals in Guatemala
today is among the most impressive in the world. Its
vitality is contagious. Will it ultimately result in a
Guatemala governed by the rule of law and suffused
with private property rights, free markets, and prosperity? Only time will tell, but the chances that this dream
will one day become a reality are unquestionably much
higher because of Manuel Ayau-one of liberalism's
truly great searchers.
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Coming in the January-February 2006 Issue.
FEE Celebrates 50 Years as Publisher of The Freeman
Featuring
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And FEE Timely Classics by
Leonard E. Read
Henry Hazlitt
William Henry Chamberlin
Join Our Celebration of this Golden Anniversary!
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Presumptuous Protectionism
BY MANUEL F. AYAU

f someone gets caught selling somebody else's property, he goes to jail. What may be legally bought and
sold in the market is limited to legitimate private
property acquired by one's own effort or through voluntary exchange with others. Since legal transactions are
settled accounts, what is traded belongs to neither the
government nor the community. It is private property,
and as such the owner can dispose of it at his sole discretion, limited only by other people's
rights. Correct?
Incredibly, people discuss international trade as if what is traded belongs
to society and this legitimizes government interference with and even
imposition of taxes on people who
trade but happen to live in different
countries. Even more incredible, the
amount of tax depends on the thing
that is traded: if you import gloves, you
are taxed differently than if you import a TV set even
though in both cases what was traded were property
rights. The intellectual misconceptions, confusions, and
inconsistencies related to international trade are exposed
in the pompous statements of "authorities." Here are a
few things those authorities don't understand.
Countries don't trade. Only people can exchange
what belongs to them. It is you, the consumer, who does
the importing, and not the dealer who acts as your
agent. It is you who ends up paying the tax if you buy
an imported car, for the price has to include the reimbursement to the dealer for the import tax he paid to the
government on your account. And, obviously, the tax is
not on the car, for it cannot pay any tax at all. It is on
you.

Trade is triangular. The butcher does not have to get
a haircut to trade with the barber. Nor do the Japanese
have to drink more coffee to sell more cars to
Guatemala. There is no such thing as a trade balance
between traders in a civilized society other than that,
ultimately, payments between countries must balance;
otherwise, somebody is getting something for nothingnot very likely. And payments are not solely for goods
and services, for money is also traded
for investment or lending.
When stripped to essentials, trading
property rights is simple:When a tailor
in the United States wishes to have a
TV, he doesn 't attempt to exchange his
garments directly with the Japanese
who owns the TV set; he makes a garment (his private property) and perhaps exchanges it with a person who
lives in Germany who, in turn, gives
him euros (his private property). Then the tailor
exchanges those euros for yen, which will soon become
the private property of the Japanese who transfers to the
tailor the property title to the TV set the Japanese legitimately owns. What is traded in the chain of exchanges
are property rights to things, and as far as I know, no one
has claimed that the legitimacy of property rights
depends on one's political jurisdiction. It is increasingly
accepted that property rights to things depend only on
their being acquired legitimately. Other than using or
consuming a thing, the only way of exercising property
rights with respect to it is through trade.
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Second, the upshot of all export activities is to sell the
Fourth, so-called free trade treaties are in vogue, but
they constitute bureaucratically managed trade and
foreign exchange, or currency, locally to potential
require trade barriers. Otherwise why have a treaty? If
importers in order to recoup the costs and cover his
expenses in local currency. Since foreign exchange is
one were to visualize free trade, one would be wise to
examine the best example of a free-trade area, comprisused mainly to pay for imports, the exporter's market is
really in his own country. The lower the import taxes
ing 23 percent of the economic world and where the
inhabitants have enjoyed free trade without a treaty for
are, the greater the demand for imported goods and,
over 200 years: the United States of America.
consequently, the higher the price for foreign exchange.
Taxing importers thus reduces the income of exporters
Apparently, the people involved in determining comwho, as a result of the import tax, receive a lower price
mercial policies in the world today are not conscious
for their foreign exchange. Thus, unwittingly, most of
that they are dealing with private property rights. And it
the import taxes end up being paid by the exporters.
is obvious that they confuse absolute costs with comparIndeed, if import taxes were high enough to practically
ative costs. Since they are "very important people," it is
eliminate imports, exporters would
unlikely that they will pause and
have to find another occupation or go
reflect when these things are pointed
broke, for to whom would they sell One produces
out to them. After all, the theory of
comparative costs was considered by
their final product, foreign exchange?
exports
to
be
able
to
Professor Paul Samuelson to be the
Third, one produces exports to be
most counterintuitive proposition in
able to import. Exports are the means, import. Exports are
imports the end. The civilized world
all the social sciences.
the means, imports
The best option for a country is to
depends on the division of labor and
subsequent trading, no matter the the end.
unilaterally remove the barriers it has
political jurisdiction of those involved.
inflicted on its own citizens. It is they
Nobody spends more resources makwho are deprived of the benefits of
competition, who cannot have fluid access to internaing something that he could import while spending
fewer resources, and it is this difference in resources
tional supplies, who suffer the consequences of corrupspent-the buyer's profit- that drives exchange. When
tive incentives and the social decomposition, privileges,
trade is inhibited by barriers, we are forced to forgo satcronyism, regressive wealth transfers, and so on that go
with mercantilist import restrictions. Uneconomical
isfactions because we must make things ourselves that
diversion of trade reduces productivity and thus makes
we could have imported at lower opportunity cost. Peocountries less competitive. New vested interests emerge
ple trade goods in order to incur the lowest opportuniin response to regulations, and so it seems likely that
ty cost. It is relative opportunity costs, not absolute costs,
managed trade is here to stay awhile, preventing the
that drive trade between localities, be they in the same
removal of trade controls and regulations. Would that
or in different countries. This is called by economists
"comparative costs."
people respected property rights.
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The Therapeutic State

The Mad-Genius Controversy
BY THOMAS SZASZ

ur ideas about genius, madness, and the existence of a close relationship between them are
modern inventions. For millennia people
explained the world about them-especially creative/
good and destructive/ bad behaviors-in spiritual or god
terms.
In the biblical view, creativity is the prerogative of a
single supreme Creator. The Scripture attributes the
miracle of life to a specific divine act: "And the Lord
God formed man of the dust of the ground, and
breathed into his nostrils the breath of life; and man
became living soul" (Genesis, 2:7). Hence comes our
notion of inspiration as an explanation for great works of
art and science. The idea of in-spiration-of breath, soul,
or some other mysterious "substance" entering the person from without and enabling him to perform exceptionally good or bad deeds-has never lost its influence
on Western thought. It is the source of the notion of
possession (by spirits), and its modern successors, "possession" by the creative inspiration of genius and by the
destructive irresistible impulse of madness. We replace spirit-god words with body-mind words and exult in our
smug conviction that we are explaining exceptionally
good and bad behaviors scientifically.
The term "genius" comes from the Latin gignere,
meaning to beget. In the Roman world every person
was attended by a tutelary deity or spirit, his genius. The
Latin inspirare, from in + spirare, to breathe, meant to
influence, move, or guide by divine or supernatural
inspiration. None of these notions had anything to do
with illness or mental illness in the modern sense.
The pseudoscience of psychiatry has, in effect,
replaced spirits possessing the person as an explanation for
his devilish mind with chemical processes in the brain as an
explanation for his diseased mind. The ancients believed
in spirits: they were not empiricists and needed no evidence of the material existence of spirits. We moderns
are "scientific" and demand empirical "proof" for med-

ical explanations. In the absence of objective evidence
for the claim that brain chemicals cause creativity-genius
and crime-madness, psychiatrists and science writers use
the testimonials of celebrities to support their claim.
Alongside the romantic image of manic-depression as
a cause of creativity that does not detract from the subject's intentionality for his conduct and responsibility for
his good deeds stands the bleak image of schizophrenia
as a cause of criminality annulling the subject's intentionality for his conduct and responsibility for his bad
deeds. This interpretation, too, lacks objective proof.
Instead, its "truth" is enshrined in, and is taught by, the
modern clerical and clinical practices of the insanity
excuse/ defense. Clergymen of all denominations bury
all persons who break the religious law against selfkilling in consecrated ground, " diagnosing" all suicides
automatically non compos mentis at the precise moment of
their sinful deed. Similarly, the insanity defense allows
lawyers, judges, psychiatrists, and society to incarcerate
some persons who break secular laws in prisons called
"hospitals," "diagnosing" all such criminals as having
been non compos mentis at the precise moment of their
illegal action.
The belief that research in neuroscience and psychiatry will "explain" the alleged connection between
genius and madness is a typically modern delusion.
Almost a hundred years ago the great German psychiatrist Ernst Kretschmer (1888-1964) acknowledged that
the notion of "mad genius" is a psychiatric invention:
"Since the Italian alienist, [Cesare] Lombroso, first
coined that pregnant expression 'genius and madness'
there has arisen in educated circles a very lively discussion, which, however, has been forced to close with the
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recognition that modern psychiatry has been responsible
for-some might say guilty of-establishing such a connection."
Genius and madness are vague terms. The only thing
clear about them is that, by definition, each term refers
to a type of psychological abnormality, a deviation from a
behavioral-social norm. Genius and madness are value
terms, not medical or scientific terms.
In its contemporary use, then, the term "genius" simply means being very good at something. Being exceptionally virtuous and being exceptionally wicked both
count as genius. Stalin and Hitler were geniuses: they
excelled in mass-producing corpses, just as Henry Ford
excelled in mass-producing cars.
The modern meaning of genius as hereditary excellence was shaped largely by Sir Francis Galton
(1822-1911), the father of eugenics. Galton was born
into a wealthy and distinguished Quaker family. Charles
Darwin was his cousin. "Darwin had thought mainly
about the evolution of physical features, like wings and
eyes," science writer Jim Holt observes. Applying the
same hereditary logic to mental attributes, like talent and
virtue, Galton lamented: "If a twentieth part of the cost
and pains were spent in measures for the improvement
of the human race that is spent on the improvements of
the breed of horses and cattle, what a galaxy of genius
might we not create!"
How did Galton know that genius is hereditary? The
same way that the modern psychiatrist, imitating Galton, knows that manic-depression is hereditary. In his
1869 book Hereditary Genius, Galton assembled long
lists of eminent men-judges, poets, scientists, even
oarsmen and wrestlers-to show that excellence ran in
families.
A cow produces prodigious quantities of milk: she is
a bovine genius. A man paints beautiful pictures: he is an
artistic genius. Einstein is a scientific genius. Mozart is a
musical genius. Are Abraham, Moses, Jesus, and
Mohammed religious geniuses? Are we explaining
achievement when we attribute it to the fictitious entity we call "genius," or are we deceiving ourselves the
same way that the scientifically unsophisticated person
deceives himself when he declares that hydrogen burns
because it is "flammable"?

Mad-Genius Controversy j

It is true that breeders of animals can produce cows
that give lots of milk and horses that win races. The
breeder decides; the animal (re)produces. People already
do something like this. Men and women choose mates
with whom to have children, and bring up children to
cultivate the skills (traits) that they, the parents, value.The
child can no more choose his parents than the horse can
choose its owner-breeder. But the child soon gains
power-both physical and legal- political-to cultivate
the traits he values, and reject the traits he disvalues.
Doing so, he often displeases his breeders, his parents.

A Mad Genius?
hat kinds of persons would a breeder of humans
want to produce? Obviously, the answer depends
on the values and goals of the individual who controls
the breeding. Galton wanted to breed a race of persons
resembling himself, "creative geniuses." Ironically, the
Galtons had no children. He or his wife was sterile. Galton was said to have suffered two "nervous breakdowns."
Was he a mad genius?
The two great twentieth-century dictators both fancied themselves geneticists. Stalin personally elevated
Trofim Lysenko to the status of genius and made him, in
1928, the genetics czar of the Soviet Union. Lysenkoism
became a campaign against genetics and geneticists: scientific genetics was stigmatized as a "fascist science," and
the leading geneticists were executed or exiled. The
term survives as a metaphor for false beliefs, refuted by
empirical evidence but preferred for ideological reasons.
Persuaded by the Marxist-Leninist ideology that breeding a "new Socialist man" was a task for politics not biology, Stalin was not interested in using eugenics as a
political tool.
Hitler, in contrast, went all the way politicizing Galtonian eugenics. He too sought to improve the "human
stock." The genius he admired was martial and misogynist: men should be warriors; women should be mothers; and all should be members of the "Aryan race."
Accordingly, Hitler sought to breed "healthy" Aryans
and eliminate "racial degenerates," such as Jews, Gypsies,
homosexuals, and the mentally ill.
Science explains physical events. Scientism justifies
social policies.
~
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The Futility of the Government Airline Bailout
BY PAUL A. CLEVELAND AND MICHAEL D. TUCKER

n recent years many airlines have struggled, and folremaining $10 billion was to be used by the Air Transportation Stabilization Board (ATSB) to guarantee
lowing 9/11 Congress passed a massive aid package
aimed at rescuing the industry. After years of govloans. The ATSB was authorized to extend loan guaranernment aid it is appropriate to ask what has been
tees according to rules that made its mission statement
so nebulous that it could grant almost any request.4
accomplished. Was the bailout truly necessary, or did it
simply ignore the economic realities of the airline indusIn her study of the package, Susanna Dokupil examtry? Has the aid merely propped up weak and inefficient
ined the two main arguments for the cash payments. 5
firms at taxpayer expense even though they will eventuFirst, in the wake of the 9/11 attacks, proponents mainrained that the government's grounding of all airlines
ally fail?
The airline industry faced difficulty long before the
was reason enough to provide some financial aid. To be
events of September 2001. For years - - - - - - - - - - - - - - sure, the forced grounding of all air-
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the union-burdened old-line huband-spoke carriers, such as US Airways, American, and D elta, had

Adjustment is part of
the m arket proceSS,
but government

struggled against increasing competition from smaller, more efficient, and
more cost-sensitive competitors, such
as Southwest Airlines. 1 After 9 I 11 the
financial hardships faced by the traditional carriers were exacerbated, and
this provided a unique opportunity for £".
these firms to petition the government for help. A little more than two
weeks after the attacks, Congress passed the Air Transportation Safety and System Stabilization Act, which
provided aid valued at as much as $15 billion."
Under the terms of the legislation, $5 billion was
paid out directly. Roughly 90 percent was given to passenger airlines, with the balance to cargo carriers. The
amount paid to each company depended on its market
share, which was determined by its proportion of available seat-miles offered in the market. For instance, US
Airways, the company with second largest share of available seat-miles, received nearly $800 million. 3 The

interference interrupts th e process by
allowing poor perh
tOrmers to ang on.
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craft for several days did impose a
financial cost on the carriers, and there
is some justification for this argument.
Second, those in favor of payments also
asserted that the U.S. government had
an obligation to compensate airlines
for the drop in demand for air travel
after 9/11. According to this argument, since the airlines could not have
foreseen the attacks and the resulting
drop, they should not be held finan-

cially responsible.
This second argument makes much less sense than
the first. We agree with Dokupil on this point. She
asserted that any compensation paid to air carriers
because of a drop in demand is illogical because the
potential business risk of terrorism had been known for
years. Any airline executive understands that hijackings
and crashes tend to promote negative perceptions about
the safety of air travel. Some might argue that the size
Paul Clevclattd (pclevela@)Jsc.cdu) is a professor of eco11omics at
Birmit~gham-Southem College.•\1ichae1Trtcker (tllichael.d. tucker@Rtllail.com)
is a law studew at 1ilia11e Law School.
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and scope of the attacks dwarfed any previous incident
and the government had to respond because the airlines
could not possibly have been prepared for such an event.
Yes, but one must also ask why the government, meaning the taxpayers, should be liable. Are taxpayers to be
liable for all business risks that any firm might suffer in
another massive terrorist attack? We think not.
With respect to the government shutdown of operations, Dokupil noted that in reality the Federal Aviation
Administration's (FAA) order came after many airlines,
American and United Airlines, for example, had voluntarily halted their own operations. It is likely that the
other airlines would have followed suit given the events
of that day. Left to their own devices, it is not clear how
long they would have chosen to
ground their own planes.
However, even supposing that
they would have chosen to continue to operate, the total cost to the
airlines was much smaller than
what the government provided.
John Samples of Cato's Center for
Representative Government calculated a more realistic figure for the
total losses incurred by the airline
industry. 6 In fact, Samples's source
for this number was the airline executives themselves.
They estimated the losses from the four-day grounding
at $300 million per day, or $1.2 billion. This amount,
though certainly significant, is far less than the $15 billion in direct aid and loan guarantees.
By guaranteeing, or cosigning, loans, government
officials claim to know how much credit should available
to struggling air carriers. To receive a loan guarantee a
company was required to adopt certain reforms and to
make certain management concessions. 7 These restrictions kept some firms away from the government's table.
But the offer was good enough to entice others. 8 The
criteria the agency adopted were designed to mimic
those used by private lenders.
However, this effort was surely misguided. First, private lenders who risk their own capital are far more
capable of assessing credit worthiness than government
bureaucrats who risk taxpayer dollars. Moreover, it is
superfluous for the government to create such an agency

as the ATSB unless, of course, its aim is to provide credit at below-market rates. But in that case, the government's intervention into the market is sure to backfire
eventually and leave taxpayers on the hook for the bad
loans. There is a good economic reason why some of
these companies cannot obtain more credit: they are
poor risks and the likelihood of default is too high. For
the government to intervene in such cases is simply
foolish. Finally, even if the loans are paid off, the guarantees cost firms without government backing the opportunity to borrow scarce capital. Whatever those firms
would have produced might have been valued more by
consumers than the services of bailed-out airlines.

Low-Cost Challengers
n example of this faulty
process is US Airways, the
first airline to declare bankruptcy
after 9/ 11. While under bankruptcy protection the company
restructured its debt and received
a cash infusion through an equity
deal with the Retirement Systems
of Alabama (RSA), a state agency.
In exchange for several seats on
the board and a 36.2 percent
equity stake in the airline, the RSA invested nearly $240
million in the ailing company. The agency also invested
an additional $260 million dollars in secured and unsecured loans.''
The investment by the RSA played an important role
in US Airways' initial emergence from bankruptcy protection. The company also benefited from a $900 million
federal loan guarantee and $800 million in cash payments. To get the guarantee US Airways had to provide
collateral, which it did in the form of assets ranging from
airport slots and flight simulators to spare parts and airplanes and engines. 10 Without all this help it is likely the
airline would have been liquidated. But the financial
restructuring did little to change the company's underlying problem: it can't compete effectively in the industry. This is a problem for a number of the old-line
earners.
While under protection, US Airways was turned
down for loans by roughly 25 banks, and the company's
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45 minutes rather than drive for six hours." 16 Kelleher
recognized that the demand for short-haul markets was
not adequately being served and that the company could
supply those markets given the right business model.
Thus it looked for suitable and lucrative city-pair markets in which it could fly from one destination and back
with a full complement of passengers, turning around as
quickly as possible. To wring out even more costs, the
airline operated only one type of aircraft and provided
passengers little more than modest refreshments. As
Southwest has matured, it has added new cities to its
schedule and is flying longer distances. However, the
underlying business model remains the same. 17 As a
result, Southwest can provide low-price service to a
wide variety of destinations with nonstop and one-stop
alternatives.
The success of Southwest is fundamentally relevant
to any discussion of the airline bailout because it
demonstrates the larger problem for many old-line carriers with their union albatrosses: most are just plain
inefficient. Therefore, one might reasonably assert the
bailout is not going to change the inevitable outcome. It
will only prolong the agony and do so at taxpayer
expense.
As evidence, consider that last year US Airways filed
for bankruptcy a second time, only 18 months after
receiving its initial bailout package. When US Airways
again left Chapter 11 protection this past September, its
merger with America West was announced. Under the
terms of the merger, America West would take control
of the ailing airline and add it to its own operation.
Moreover, America West would provide a $12 million
severance package to 11 US Airways executives and
grant unsecured creditors 12 percent of the shares of the
new company. New investors are providing $565 million
in exchange for 52 percent of the company's shares. The
remaining shares of the new firm will be held by existing America West shareholders. Old shareholders of US
Airways will lose their entire stake in the airline. Thus
RSA is out its $240 million investment, which had
allowed US Airways to emerge from bankruptcy the first
time. 18 One is left to wonder what kind of financial
Russian roulette is being played here.
The idea that government should protect large companies from failure is readily accepted. However, as we've

debt was downgraded to "junk" status by the maJOr
credit-rating agencies. Why, then, did the ATSB approve
a loan guarantee? Did the agency have better insight
into the company's credit-worthiness? Obviously, the
risk of lending to US Airways was simply too great for
the banks. However, that risk becomes inconsequential
with government guarantees. If necessary the American
taxpayers could be forced to repay the loan.
Even before the 9/11 tragedy financial analysts had
predicted a loss of$2.5 billion for the airline industry for
2001 because of the recession the nation was experiencing.11 This problem was magnified,James Gattuso of the
Heritage Foundation noted, by the stiff competition
old-line carriers were facing from new low-cost entrants
such as JetBlue and established discounters like Southwest Airlines, which had steadily gained market share for
years. In their struggle to adapt to changing market circumstances, US Airways and the others were forced to
reduce costs, renegotiate with their unions, and improve
efficiency, or suffer additional losses in passenger traffic.
Unfortunately, US Airways has not altered its business
strategy enough. Adjustment is part of the market
process, but government interference interrupts the
process by allowing poor performers to hang on. 12

Southwest Airlines
he history ofSouthwestAirlines is instructive. Southwest began operations in the early 1970s, and its
presence in the industry has changed the face of passenger air travel. Unlike the old-line carriers, Southwest
focused initially on the short-haul market. As James Ott
and Raymond Neidl explain in their book on the company, the success of Southwest was driven by its business
plan as an "aerial bus service." 13 Unlike many traditional
airlines, Southwest avoided hub-and-spoke networking in
favor of the point-to-point operations long provided by
bus lines.14 Its goal was to keep costs of operations as low
as possible and allow for a wider variety of destinations by
providing convenient scheduling in each city it served.
When Southwest entered the industry, fares were set
by a government board and the large carriers did not
compete on price. Furthermore, many had little or no
interest in providing short-duration flights. 15
Southwest had a different view. As the firm's founder,
Herb Kelleher, put it, "[E]veryone would love to fly for
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seen, success cannot be guaranteed. Delta, Northwest,
and United, all recipients of government help, are in
Chapter 11. On the whole, the evidence demonstrates
that the government's bailout has failed because it does
not address the real reasons that the old-line carriers are
struggling. Federal aid is arguably delaying the
inevitable. Allowing capital to flow freely, even if it is the
result of business failure, is the best means of promoting
economic progress.
~
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1995), pp. 72-83.
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Our Economic Past

From Kleenex to Zippers:
The Unpredictable Results ofEntrepreneurs
BY BURTON FOLSOM, JR.

a cold in your pocket" was the theme of the next wave
of advertising. In 1929 Kimberly-Clark introduced the
pop-up box. Sales grew further and were even strong
during the Great Depression of the 1930s.
The zipper, like Kleenex tissues, had a variety of uses
in its early years. Perhaps what is most surprising about
the zipper, however, is that someone ever thought it up
at all. The U.S. patent office was
stunned by the product and hardly
knew how to classify it.
Originally known as a "slide fastener," the zipper was first used on
shoes. In 1914 one of its promoters,
Gideon Sundback, finally produced a
zipper that would consistently work.
H e called it "hookless no. 2" and during World War I sold several thousand
for use on money belts for sailors.
Sundback also sold some to the Navy
for a "flying suit" it was developing. Garment manufacturers and tailors, however, preferred buttons and
shunned the zipper.
Finally, in 1923 B. F. Goodrich took a chance and
bought 150,000 hookless slide fasteners for its rubber
galoshes. The company called their galoshes " Zipper
Boots," and the name stuck. Only after that success did
the textile industry explore the larger market for zippers
on clothing.
The market for air conditioning seems obvious now,
but it was not so at the beginning of the 1920s. Willis
Carrier, its inventor, worked on air conditioning as a
sideline at his job with the Buffalo Forge Co. in New
York. Carrier was assigned to help a publisher in Brooklyn figure out how to stabilize the humidity in the printing room. Pages of newsprint expanded and contracted

he 1920s was a decade that taught us many lessons in economics- perhaps foremost among
them is that cutting tax rates encouraged entrepreneurs to invest in a variety of revolutionary products,
from radios to refrigerators.
A corollary lesson, however, is also important: When
entrepreneurs are turned loose and their property rights
are protected, what they eventually
produce can't be predicted-even by
them. I want to describe four products
that became part of American life in
the 1920s-Kieenex tissues, the zipper, air conditioning, and Scotch tape.
Kimberly-Clark developed the
material in Kleenex tissues from wood
pulp in World War I as a substitute for
cotton, which was in short supply.
Originally called cellucotton, it was
first used in wadded form as a surgical
dressing. Later in the war, in its modern tissue form, it
was used as a filter in gas masks.
After the war Kimberly-Clark had large supplies of
cellucotton on hand and the company searched for years
for new uses for their product. Finally, in 1924 the cellucotton became Kleenex tissues. The marketing staff at
Kimberly-Clark believed the tissues had a niche market
for removing cold cream and other cosmetics. Endorsements from Hollywood stars such as H elen Hayes and
Gertrude Lawrence promoted Kleenex as soft and efficient for cleaning their faces.
Fortunately for Kimberly-Clark, their marketers
were wise enough to read their mail, and expand their
market. Many letters from customers asked, "Why don't
you ever say it's good for blowing your nose?" That led
the company to do test-marketing-and yes, indeed,
more customers preferred Kleenex tissues to handkerchiefs. In fact, the company now boasted that tissues
were healthier because they were disposable. "Don't put
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when the humidity rose and fell, and ink dried at different rates when the humidity changed.
When Carrier developed a system of air flows to
dehumidifY the print room, he ended up cooling the
room as well. He had solved the newspaper issue, but
was fascinated with the broader implications of producing "air conditioning" to cool and clean the air in stuffY
buildings. His employers did not share his vision, and
Carrier left to start his own company in 1914. His airconditioning units were huge, cumbersome, and expensive, but he sold enough to acquire the capital to keep
improving the product.
Carrier's big breakthrough came in
the expanding movie industry. Most
l,lllll,881.
theaters closed down in the summer
because the heat and stuffiness made
patrons focus more on waving fans
than watching the screen. In 1925 the
Rivoli Theatre owners in Manhattan
decided to install air conditioning to
attract moviegoers in the summer.
The patrons were enthusiastic; many
were more excited over what was
happening in the air than in the
movie. By 1930 Carrier was supplying
air conditioning to over 300 theaters
in America. Factories soon followed,
and finally, after World War II, Carrier
was able to make home air conditioning units affordable and popular.
Scotch tape was developed in conSundback's zipper patent
nection with painting of cars. By the
1920s Henry Ford's all-black ModelTs were out of fashion. Improved lacquers and automatic spray guns allowed automakers to give customers
more appealing two-tone cars. Scotch tape, two inches
wide, was invented by Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing (3M) to give the clear sharp edge where the two
paint tones met. Before long, 3M was selling dozens of
different types of Scotch tape for a variety of sealing
purposes.

No Obvious Mass Market

T

hese inventions had no obvious mass use or market
when they were developed. Entrepreneurs had to
29

invest energy and talent to figure out how best to sell
their products, and ultimately consumers decided that
Kleenex tissues were best marketed as disposable handkerchiefs, zippers as clothes fasteners, Scotch tape for
household sealing, and air conditioning for home cooling. The common uses for these products seem obvious
now, but that was not so in 1920. Trial and error, unexpected consumer interest, and sometimes desperation
were part of developing these now popular, and seemingly indispensable, products. No planning board could
ever have invented these products, much less figured out
how to market them. Even their inventors were often
mystified by the direction of consumer interest in them.
Perhaps we should not be surprised that so many new products of
the 1920s were created for one pura
'(9.!'
~~tJ.
~..,.~
IJ.
pose and ultimately marketed for
another. Two inventions of the preT
;l
;
vious generation also fit this pattern.
G. Cochrane, the daughJosephine
'1
ter of a civil engineer, invented the
dishwasher in the 1880s to protect
her valuable china from being broken during washing by careless servants. Even when the sanitary value
of a dishwasher was realized, its next
market was large-scale cleaning for
hotels. Popular home use didn't
come until the 1950s, almost 70
years after it was invented.
Melville Bissell invented the carpet sweeper in the 1870s, not to
market commercially, but simply to help his wife clean
the floor of sawdust from packaging in her crockery
shop. He and his wife only thought of marketing their
sweepers when customers were more fascinated by the
cleaning of the shop than by the cups and dishes being
sold there.
Entrepreneurship is a strange and unpredictable
process. We need it, and our lives have been improved by
it. We must have strong property rights to sustain it. But
what entrepreneurs will produce, and the marketing
route they will take, will probably remain as strange and
~
circuitous as it was in the 1920s.
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U.S.-China Relations after CNOOC
BY JAMES A. DORN

hen the China hawks in Congress joined
forces last summer with protectionists, a
strong (and dangerous) coalition formed to
effectively end any hopes that CNOOC Ltd., a subsidiary of the state-owned China National Offshore Oil
Company, would succeed in its bid to acquire Unocal.
Indeed, after Congress amended the
energy bill to require a lengthy review
of the proposed takeover, China's
third-largest oil company withdrew its
$18.5 billion offer.
In a congressional hearing last July,
Frank Gaffuey Jr. , president of the
Center for Security Policy, told the
House Armed Services Committee
that the sale of Unocal to CNOOC
"would have adverse effects on the
economic and national security interests of the United States." He pointed
to "the folly of abetting Communist
China's effort to acquire more of the
world's relatively finite energy resources," and warned of
"the larger and ominous Chinese strategic plan of which
this purchase is emblematic."
Such fears are evident in the flurry of anti-China resolutions and bills introduced by members of Congress.
In June a nonbinding House resolution recommending
presidential review of the CNOOC-Unocal deal passed
by a wide margin. In a letter to President Bush, House
Energy and Commerce Committee Chairman Joe Barton ofTexas declared, "We urge you to protect American national security by ensuring that vital U.S. energy
assets are never sold to the Chinese government."
Even without a legal prohibition on a deal, Congress

can intimidate a foreign company such as CNOOC by
imposing considerable costs on the takeover process and
using the secretive Committee on Foreign Investment in
the United States (CFIUS) to breed uncertainty. That is
not to say foreign companies should have totally free
access to the assets of U.S. companies. In some cases,
especially in the area of sensitive technology with military applications, foreign investment might pose a
legitimate risk to U.S. security. A government vetting process would then
be warranted. In the CNOOC-Unocal case, however, it is difficult to find
a credible threat. As energy economist
Phillip Verleger said, "There's no
national security issue here-zero.
Unocal doesn't even have technology
that needs to be kept secret."
There was no need for Congress to
get involved in the CNOOC-Unocal
transaction, or to amend the energy
bill to require a separate investigation. If a legitimate
security risk existed, then CFIUS-a multi-agency
panel chaired by the secretary of the Treasury and
empowered by the Exon-Florio amendment to the
Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act of 1988could have addressed that issue and recommended presidential blockage. It is doubtful that the President would
have agreed.
According to the June 24 Wall Street Journal, only 12
cases have reached the President's desk, and of those only
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one foreign acquisition was denied on national security
tions. In particular, the Act "authorizes the application of
grounds. With the bulk of Unocal's oil and natural-gas
the U.S. countervailing duty law to exports from nonoperations in Asia and with its U.S. production accountmarket economies such as China."
ing for less than 1 percent of American consumption, it
Rep.Tom Tancredo of Colorado has introduced simis difficult to see how the committee could have found
ilar legislation (HR 1450) calling for "additional tariffs"
on "any nonmarket economy country until the Presicredible evidence that the proposed takeover posed a
threat to U.S. security.
dent certifies to the Congress that that country is a market economy." He would then earmark those tariff
Congress's latest attack on private property has come
at the expense of Unocal shareholders, who lost at least
revenues for the "Social Security trust funds." This is the
$1 billion because ofCNOOC's decision to drop its bid.
same congressman who argued that the CNOOCIn a letter to Unocal's board, Peter Schoenfeld of
Unocal deal "may seem small, but a few more deals like
this one and America could find itself held hostage not
P. Schoenfeld Asset Management, which controls a block
of the oil company's shares, wrote, " It is your duty to
just to the energy brokers in the Middle East but to
maximize value for stockholders." Indeed it is. But ConChina as well."
gress inserted itself into what should
Such anti-China hyperbole poses a
have been primarily a market transacserious threat to the policy of engageCongress's latest
tion-and in so doing became an
ment and economic liberalization.
China's private sector is now a large
overseer rather than a protector of attack on private
shareholder rights. If Beijing wanted to
of its robust economy and has
property has come at part
provide cheap credit by using part of
given millions of people the opportuits massive foreign exchange reserves the expense of
nity to exit the state sector and escape
to help CNOOC purchase Unocal,
poverty. Eventually, growth of the
Uno
cal
shareholders,
that would have been a gift to Amerimiddle class will increase the demand
can shareholders-not a concern for who lost at least $1
for political reform to protect fundaCongress or U.S. energy security.
mental human rights. Indeed, this is
billion
because
of
By politicizing the takeover market
already occurring, as seen by the
recent amendments to the PRC Conand weakening the private property
CNOOC's decision
stitution that give greater protection
rights of Unocal's shareholders, Congress violated the very free-market to drop its bid.
to private property rights.
Yet American politicians on both
principles it is supposed to uphold.
Unocal was treated like a public asset rather than a prisides of the aisle see China as a major threat to Amerivate firm with the right to conduct its own business.
can jobs and view trade as a form of economic warfare,
rather than as a mutually beneficial arrangement that
Chevron, which merged with Unocal, is the clear winner, but Congress's confrontational approach could have
increases the wealth of nations. Blocking trade with
China will ultimately destroy jobs, not create them. Our
serious implications for U.S.-China relations in the
medium to long run. Specifically, the hawkish and profuture-and China's-will be brighter under what Prestectionist stance toward China might embolden hardlinident Hu Jintao calls a policy of" peaceful development"
ers in Beijing, with the potential to fuel anti-American
than under a policy of protectionism and misplaced
nationalism. As Federal Reserve Chairman Alan
sentiment and crude nationalism.
Greenspan said in his testimony before the Senate
The U.S. Trade Rights Enforcement Act (HR 3283),
passed by the House in July, is yet another sign of growFinance Committee in June,
ing hostility against the People's Republic of China and
In the decades ahead, it is in our interest and that of
a prime example of using the PRC as a scapegoat for
U.S. domestic problems. Although this Act is unlikely to
the global economy that China continue to progress
toward becoming a more market-based, productive,
become law, it is a step backward for U.S.-China rela31
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and dynamic economy in which individual initiative,
not government decision making, is the fundamental
strength behind economic activity. For our part, it is
essential that we not put that outcome, or our future,
at risk with a step back into protectionism.

as Cuba and North Korea, have shown no interest in
advancing human rights and have perpetuated poverty.
What China needs is less government and more markets. The surest way to achieve that result is to strengthen the policy of engagement, not to threaten China with
protectionist measures under the guise of national secuA prime example of "a step back into protectionism"
rity. Beijing will view Congress's interference as yet
another attempt by the U.S. government to widen its
is Congress's threat to impose punitive tariffs on China
if Beijing does not revalue the yuan by up to 27.5 perpower at the expense of China's development.
China's thirst for oil and natural gas has driven world
cent (the so-called Schumer-Graham bill). Although
that legislation has been delayed because oflast summer's
demand upward and increased prices, and that trend is
likely to continue. Over time, production and consumpchange in China's exchange-rate regime (from a pegged
exchange rate to a managed float), many
tion will respond to higher prices as
in Congress still feel that China is engagproducers search for new supplies
ing in unfair trade practices by under- What China needs is
and consumers conserve and switch
valuing its currency.
to cheaper alternatives. If the U.S.
less government and
government interferes with the
China's Socialist Market Economy
market process, future production
more markets. The
ongress is right to criticize China
will suffer and American energy
surest
way
to
achieve
for its adherence to a "socialist marcompanies will find it more difficult
ket economy," but the PRC has moved that result is to
to operate in foreign countries.
Of course, if CNOOC were a
steadily toward a real market system by
strengthen
the
policy
removing barriers to trade and investtruly private firm, Congress would
ment, and freeing most prices. We should
not have been so concerned.
of engagement.
recognize those gains while criticizing
China's challenge is to move more
China's human-rights violations and the
rapidly toward privatization and the
rule of law. Future cross-border transactions will then be
lack of a just rule of law. Even with China's shortcomings, however, Congress was not justified in interfering
less costly and more successful, and U.S.-China relations
will improve.
with the CNOOC-Unocal deal. As the Chinese Foreign
Ministry said before CNOOC's pullout, "We demand
At the same time, Washington would be wise to heed
that the U.S. Congress correct its mistaken ways of
the advice of Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong who, in
politicizing economic and trade issues, and stop interferhis July 12 speech to the U.S.-ASEAN Business Couning in the normal commercial exchanges."
cil, said that if the United States values its influence in
Alarm over China's economic and military rise is
Asia, it must take "a considered, long-term approach,
often justified by reference to China's poor human
upholding its commitment to free markets, free trade,
and international rules." However, "if it yields to shortrights record. The record is indeed poor, but it will not
be improved by denying the Chinese people the right to
term political pressures and turns protectionist, the damtrade, which itself is an important human right. Counage to U.S. interests in Asia and its standing worldwide
will be long lasting."
tries that are left outside the global trading system, such
tj
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New Labour's Persistent Retreat
from the Free Market
BY NORMAN BARRY

s Britain's New Labour governs for an unpreceof the day and monetary policy would not be the playdented third term in the United Kingdom, it is
thing of party politics. Equally important, Mrs. Thatchtime to look back a little, at least as a way of
er's reforms, especially in relation to the trade unions and
modestly predicting the future. The obvious domestic
privatization, looked safe. Even big business was happy
question is: will capitalism and the market economy be
to cooperate with a Labour government, though we
any safer in the next five years than they have been in
should have been warned-big business has always liked
the last eight? Or will the subtle and blatant departures
big government.
from economic freedom that have occurred in the first
And the dangers were already there. They were just a
two Labour terms accelerate and will the
little slower in coming round this time.
country be under old socialistic Labour in
Labour has always hated financial success.
It thinks that wealth only comes from digeverything but name? Tony Blair has said
he will stand down as prime minister at
ging holes in the ground or bashing metal.
the end of the next Parliament, but has
So it slapped a retrospective, one-off £5
billion tax on those financial institutions
the damage already been done? Will the
likely succession of Gordon Brown be
that had made money out of Thatcher's
that much different?
privatization program. Worse still, the
New Labour said it was different. In
Labour government increased the tax bur1997 it claimed it had abandoned all that
den on private pension funds to the tune
of £5 billion a year forever. Reform of
twentieth-century socialism. It changed
its constitution to say that it had given up
state pensions had been one of Margaret
on the nationalization of the means of
Thatcher's greatest achievements. She had
Gordon Brown
production and exchange even as a long- '"'wwthecommunitychannet.org
inherited a costly long-term plan to proterm goal for some state-planned utopia.
vide earnings-linked unfunded pensions
It promised not to tax and spend, or persecute business.
to the workforce, paid for by unwilling and unconsulted future generations. She unwound all this and manIt had a prudent chancellor of the exchequer, Gordon
Brown, who had all the Scottish parsimony and caution
aged to put the majority of the workforce in privately
that would guarantee long-term prosperity. He was even
funded schemes. Compare this to social- democratic
born near Adam Smith's home. After the election of
Europe, where there are riots every time the French
government tries to introduce much-needed reforms to
1997 people believed him. I myself, for the first time in
unsustainable pension promises.
my life, went to bed thinking I would not wake up in
the old East Germany under a Labour government.
Norman Barry (norman.barry@buckingham.ac.uk) is a professor of social
To be fair to Mr. Brown, he began well. He gave the
and political theory at the University of Buckingham, UK, the country's
Bank of England its (de facto) independence so that
only private ~miversity. He is currently a visitor at the Social Philosophy
and Policy Center, Bowling Green State University, Ohio.
interest rates would not be set to benefit the government
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And on it went. Brown, chancellor of the exchequer
and Blair's presumptive successor, became less prudent
by the day and began to raise taxes that impinged on
ordinary people as well as the rich. But he kept his
promise not to raise the income tax, so nobody noticed
the other 63 taxes he hiked, including a significant raise
in National Insurance (aka social security) and the stamp
duty on house purchases. In total, public spending is
now 42 percent of GDP, up from 37 percent. There is a
gaping hole of £14 billion in the public accounts, which
is set to widen. And there are 800,000 more state
employees, all Labour voters, doing useless jobs since
1997. So it really is the same old Labour, but with a different presentation. It at least got that from capitalism.
Brown likes to present himself as an adherent of
Anglo-American capitalism, as distinct from the beat-up
European social-democratic version. He has even written articles for the Wall Street Journal on those lines. But
he is not to be believed. He is an old-fashioned socialist
who taxes and regulates as much as the Europeans. He is
a Euroskeptic, but like the old Soviets, he wants "socialism in one country": the United Kingdom. Blair has at
least tried to reform the public services, against Brown's
opposition, but has not succeeded.
Britain has probably the worst health-care system in
the civilized world, evidenced, in part, by many preventable deaths from heart disease and cancer. The reason: it
is entirely tax-financed with a monopoly supplier, the
National Health Service (NHS). True, it is free at the
point of treatment, but it is hard to get treated. Labour
has poured billions of pounds into state medicine, yet
there are still poor service and long waiting lists for
operations. At least the Europeans have a complex
social-insurance system, not as good as private insurance
but better than general tax funding. And they have competitive suppliers too. That is why many Brits take vacations in Germany just to get ill. (There are reciprocal
health agreements between member states of the European Union.) At least Blair tried to open up the closed
UK system with the creation of foundation hospitals,
independent of the NHS, which could raise their own
funds. But the proposal was emasculated in Parliament,
largely at Brown's behest.
Similar reforms were blocked in the education system, so that parents continue to have little or no influTHE FREEMAN: Ideas on Liberty

ence on their children's schooling and the unions remain
de facto owners and managers of the schools. Blair also
worked hard to raise tuition for university students. It is
a disgrace that rich parents should get virtually free
higher education, and it is even more of a scandal that
the Conservatives should support this inequitable system. Blair only just managed to get a small raise in fees
passed after ferocious opposition from his own party and
the self-seeking and opportunistic Conservatives. They
represent too many rich parents with children in the
state universities, which is all except one.

Failed Socialist Road or
Complete Thatcher Revolution?
o the British should think carefully when they savor
the Labour victory. Do they want to continue to
revert to the failed socialist road or complete the revolution begun by Mrs. Thatcher? Since the Conservatives
have not yet produced a new blessed Margaret, serious
capitalists and free marketers were hoping for a big Blair
victory last May. Mrs. Thatcher's successors have shown
no interest in school choice, privatization of the health
service, or serious tax cuts. So now it is Blair or real
socialism. Blair needed a big victory to give him the
confidence to fire Brown and save the country. He didn't get it, so it is socialism all the way under Brown when
he takes over at the end of the next Parliament. Blair's
own real flaw was his obsession with Europe and its new
"Constitution," but it looks as if the British will get all
that, whoever wins the battle for the leadership of
Labour, New or Old.
Americans should think on the British experience.
There is no feasible alternative to real capitalism. The
"Third Way" is the Third World, where the United
Kingdom is headed under Gordon Brown. He has positioned himself very well. While not dissociating himself
from Blair's controversial pro-American foreign policies,
he has been sufficiently distant so as not to offend
Labour's traditionally visceral anti-Americanism. And in
domestic policy he has consistently massaged Labour's
millions of voters who live parasitically off the productive private sector. Labour won't nationalize anything
much, but it will exploit the private sector and expand
the government's role, especially in education and
health. And taxes will rise.
'
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Do Models Yield Data?

the Federal Transit Administration. The politicians touting light rail still claimed it was an answer to traffic congestion.
As for the tiny fraction of an impact, this is the scale
with which we must deal with light rail. Though light
rail costs billions to construct, its impact on travel choices is small in every city that has it. The Phoenix system
was projected to carry two-tenths of one-percent of the
travel. Many of these light-rail riders were expected to
b.e displaced bus passengers.The net impact was projected to be the removal of one automobile out of every
2,500 from the region's streets and one of every 700 in
the corridor served by light rail. These tiny impacts on
the number of cars on the roads are offSet by the reduction in street capacity that occurs when lanes that were
to carry autos are torn out and replaced by light-rail
tracks.
Forecasts aside, the actual experience with light rail
where it operates shows that its impact on relieving traffic congestion is tiny and possibly negative. Given this
record of non-attainment of the purported goals of
light-rail systems, the investment of large sums of scarce
resources in them does not seem warranted.
The critical error was committed when a decision
was made to remove public transportation from the
marketplace and put it under government ownership
and operation. This combined with access to taxpayer
subsidies has led to a spiral of enlarged deficits and
@)
diminutive accomplishments.

In regard to the article by John Semmens on lightrail transit Qune): there seems to be a blurring of the distinction between what has been observed as fact and
predictions for the future based on models. It goes as far
as referring to the numbers from the models as "data."
Models are just that-and no more. The output from
them depends strongly on the assumptions made. And
socioeconomic models are notoriously bad, e.g., the
Club ofRome's doomsday predictions.
The table on "Impact on Daily Traffic" in Semmens's
article is fanciful. I doubt seriously if the model used is
accurate to two decimal places. But most important is
that there has been no attempt to check the model's predictions. What is really given in the article is informed
speculation covered up by numbers and pseudoscience.
I have worked in modeling physical and life sciences
phenomena, both with NASA and for a major oil company. So I understand the strength and weaknesses of
modeling. Good models depend on knowing first principles and having good data. Socioeconomic models
tend to lack both of these.
-HENRY E. HEATHERLY
LAfayette, Louisiana

John Semmens replies:
Granted, models are only simulations that may or
may not be borne out by future events. The point, however, is that the government agency promoting light
rail-an agency with every incentive to "cook" the
numbers to extract as favorable a forecast as possiblenevertheless came up with figures showing that light rail
will actually worsen traffic congestion. Of course, this
forecast was buried in the bowels of an official report to

We will print the most interesting and provocative letters we
receive regarding articles in The Freeman and the issues they
raise. Brevity is encouraged; longer letters may be edited
because of space limitations. Address your letters to: Tlze Freeman, FEE, 30 S. Broadway, Irvington-on-H udson, NY 10533;
e-mail: freeman@fee.org; fax: 914-591- 8910.
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in Latin America. A native of Argentina, Yeatts is an economist by training and a successful businessman by vocation. He is also a devotee of classical liberalism and active
in many free-market organizations in both North and
South America (including FEE).
The United States, Yeatts explains, grew out of the
British tradition of respect for the individual and his
rights to life, liberty, and property. The rule of law,
restraints on governmental authority and power, and
belief in the value of freedom of trade and enterprise
were the institutional ingredients at the founding of the
American Republic. Indeed, at the heart of many of the
grievances enumerated in the Declaration of Independence against the British Crown was the spider's web of
mercantilist regulations, controls, and taxes that restricted the economic liberty of the American colonists.
The Latin American experience, Yeatts points out,
was very different. Imperial Spain was an absolutist
monarchy that exported all the worst features of a command economy and authoritarian political system to its
colonies in the new world. Trade monopolies in agriculture, mining, and commerce were imposed throughout
the territories under the sway of the rulers in far-off
Madrid. Ruthless and corrupt imperial governors
worked hand-in-glove with an imported and privileged
aristocracy that claimed complete power over all whom
they ruled, whether they were native Indians or colonists
brought over from Spain or other parts of its world
emp1re.
Every aspect of life in the Spanish American domains
was rigidly regulated through price and wage controls,
import and export regulations, and occupational and
professional guild privileges. Positions of local political
power were purchased from those higher in the chain of
monarchical authority, and this power was absolute over
those below. There existed no sense of "rights" as the
British colonists knew and demanded them along the
eastern seaboard of North America. There were only
"duties" to fulfill, holders of power to be obeyed, and
sundry privileges that were available for purchase and
sale.
There were many attempts to establish more-enlightened regimes closer to the United States model. In the
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, Argentina
did so with great success, and was considered one of the

Book Reviews
The Roots of Poverty in Latin America

by Guillermo M. Yeatts
McFarland • 2005 • 179 pages • $29.95 paperback
Reviewed by Richard M. Ebeling

ew things stand out m such
stark contrast as the economic
and social differences between the
United States and the countries of
Latin America. Since gaining its
independence from Great Britain
in the late eighteenth century, the
United States has offered virtually
unlimited opportunity for a growing population, along with a rising standard of living for
practically everyone. The countries in Latin America
won their independence from Spain and Portugal in the
early decades of the nineteenth century, yet their societies, for the most part, have experienced far less of the
economic prosperity and little of the wider political and
personal freedom enjoyed by their neighbor to the
north.
The contrast is even more peculiar when it is
remembered that a good number of these Latin American countries emulated the constitutional order of the
United States when establishing their own independent
political regimes. Almost invariably, however, political
dictatorships were soon combined with monopolies,
privileges, corruption, and persistent poverty for the
broad mass of the population.
And while the United States was torn apart by a
destructive four-year Civil War in the 1860s, America's
history since then has mostly been one of domestic tranquility and political stabili ty. This stands, again, in dramatic contrast to the violent political regime changes
that have occurred throughout Latin America in the
form of civil wars and revolutions during the last two
centuries.
Trying to explain this great difference between the
United States and Latin America is the task taken up by
Guillermo Yeatts in his recent book, Tl1 e Roots of Poverty
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Energy: The Master Resource

leading "Western" economies around the time ofWorld
War I. But the cultural residues of the Spanish authoritarian past have, unfortunately, kept dragging the countries of Latin America back to the policies and practices
of the "ancien regime." These forces were only reinforced
throughout the twentieth century under the influence
of socialism, fascism, and nationalism.
The 1990s,Yeatts says, did see reforms toward greater
freedom and market opportunity that in fact brought
economic and social improvements. But they were
introduced only under the pressure of economic failure
and earlier hyperin£lations that had pushed these countries to the brink of collapse. But even as these reforms
were introduced, the wider arena of"public policy" was
dominated by an ideology of"rent-seeking" (the buying
of favors and privileges from the government to avoid
the pressures of market competition), and a pattern of
democratic demagoguery that took the form of a flood
of government spending and foreign-funded deficits to
win the favor of"the masses."
Yeatts does not want his story to be one of seemingly total despair and pessimism. He believes that the
forces of globalization will continue to pressure Latin
America to adapt and become more open and competitive. He hopes that this will push these countries to
practice greater fiscal and monetary restraint, as well as
introduce a greater degree of rule oflaw and legal transparency.
But he realizes and emphasizes that ultimately what
is needed in Latin America is a change in the politicalphilosophical underpinnings of these societies, away
from their authoritarian past and toward the ideas and
values of a classical-liberal society. He also knows this
will not happen overnight.

by Robert L. Bradley,Jr., and Richard W Fulmer
Kendall Hunt Publishing • 2004 • 228 pages • $19.95
Reviewed by George C. Leef

he economic and historical
ignorance of the American
public is frequently exploited by
politicians and special-interest
groups. The hotter the issue, the
greater the exploitation, and no
issue is hotter today than energy.
Myths and misconceptions abound,
leading people to embrace harmful interventionist policies. Ask a hundred typical Americans what role government should play in the production, pricing, and use of
energy, and you'll probably be able to count on one
hand the number who say "nothing."
In an effort to combat this widespread ignorance,
Robert Bradley and Richard Fulmer, both of the Institute for Energy Research, have written a superb primer,
E11ergy: The Master Resource. It is an attractive, colorful
volume written to be accessible to a general
readership. High-school teachers and college professors
could easily incorporate the book into appropriate classes. If they do, they had better be prepared for a lot of
student interruptions beginning, "Yeah, but I've heard
that.. . ."
Bradley and Fulmer take on all the key energy issues.
A good example is their discussion of climate change,
where they employ facts to counter the relentless
drumbeat of alarmism and demagoguery. The hysteriamongers don't mention climate changes before the
industrial era, but Bradley and Fulmer place our scientific knowledge squarely before the reader.
All right, but shouldn't we follow the "precautionary
principle" and try to reduce greenhouse-gas emissions
just in case the planet is in danger? Many people have
been conditioned to accept that argument, but the
authors refute it. They point out that reducing pollution
isn't free. It consumes resources and has opportunity
costs. "If those resources were used instead to create real
wealth, countries that are now poor would be able to
adapt to a changing climate. They could also be invested
to develop technology capable of solving the problem
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doomsday outlook. Once people start to doubt that
there's nothing but altruism behind those organizations,
the moral high ground starts crumbling away.
The late Julian Simon called energy "the master
resource" because it is crucial to our ability to do almost
everything. Bradley and Fulmer have done a superb job
of explaining the field. In the likely event that you know
someone who is misinformed about energy issues, I
recommend a gift of this book.

far more cheaply and effectively;' the authors write. The
"green" approach would do little to affect the climate,
but would have a drastic impact on the world's poor.
Most Americans haven't considered that tradeoff, but the
book makes it perfectly clear.
Speaking of tradeoffs, Bradley and Fulmer repeatedly
observe that all energy sources have their costs. Many
Americans are prone to become enraptured with "alternative" energy that seems able miraculously to solve our
problems. "We should just switch to solar power (or wind
power, geothermal power, ethanol, hydrogen power, and
so on)," many people say after hearing a report extolling
some particular source. The authors curb such enthusiasm by pointing out the inevitable tradeoffs. Regarding
solar power, for example, the authors note that we would
need hundreds of square miles of solar panels to replace
the generating capacity of one nuclear power plant.
And on that perennial favorite of vote-hungry
politicians campaigning in the Midwest, they write,
"Creating ethanol may consume more energy than is
contained in the ethanol. This point is controversial, but
probably cannot be resolved as long as the governn1ent
subsidizes the production of the fuel. If producing
ethanol on the free market yields a monetary profit, then
it will likely yield a net energy profit as well."
Another crucial issue the authors discuss 1s energy
sustainability. Widely publicized "We're running out!"
scenarios have convinced many that we need immediate
government action to promote "renewable energy
sources." Bradley and Fulmer demonstrate that the only
sensible policy is for the government to keep out of the
energy market and allow capitalism to work. Rather
than looking to politics, where decision-makers don't
have their own money at risk and won't bear the cost of
being wrong, we can and should rely on profit-seeking
businesses to find the best ways of producing and distributing energy.
One of the problems that noninterventionists confront is that the opposition usually seems to hold the
moral high ground. The various "green" organizations
never stop posturing as altruistic defenders of Mother
Earth against the onslaught of heartless, shortsighted free
marketeers. Bradley and Fulmer do a considerable service in noting that the "green" organizations have their
own fundraising interests at heart in promoting their
THE FREEMAN : Ideas on l i b er ty
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The Second Bill of Rights: FOR's Unf inished
Revolution and Why We Need It More Than Ever

by Cass R. Sunstein
Basic Books • 2004 • 294 pages • $25.00
Reviewed by Michael DeBow

he problem with the American
welfare state, according to Cass
I
Sunstein, is that it is too small. In
FllWS
this book the widely respected
F:\"I'I:\"ISllED
University
of Chicago law professor
l.!Jo. \"OLII 110::-.l
\.'\ J)
argues that the federal government
\I"HY 1\" E
1\"EElJ IT ~!OR"
should guarantee Americans a
THAN EYER
broad range of "economic rights."
_
_ Sunstein organizes the book around
the story of Franklin Roosevelt's 1944 State of the
Union address. In that speech FDR argued for a "Second Bill of Rights" that would, he claimed, guarantee
economic and social security to everyone. Roosevelt's
second bill simply declared that "[e]very American is
entitled to," among other things, a job and the "right to
earn enough to provide adequate food and clothing and
recreation," "a decent home," "adequate medical care,"
and "a good education."
Sunstein reworks Roosevelt's second bill a bit to
come up with his own fuzzy blueprint. He notes that
FDR was never interested in actually trying to amend
the Constitution. Neither is Sunstein. Although he
spends most of two chapters flirting with judicial
activism as the way to expand the welfare state, he does
not actually urge American judges to take up this task.
Instead, Sunstein finally takes the position, near the end
of the book, that we should "treat the second bill as a set
!!" - · - - - - -"!!
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of constitutive commitments, helping define the nation's
deepest principles."
Unfortunately, the book is long on sentiment and
short on substance. As a result, Sunstein fails to deliver on
the second prong of the book's subtitle; he does not
explain "why we need [a vast welfare state] more than
ever." Indeed, he proceeds as if the case for it is simply
self-evident. The entire book is predicated on the idea
that the welfare state has worked, or can be made to
work, well. The phrase "preaching to the choir" is fully
applicable here.
Two problems with the book stand out: Sunstein
does not flesh out his vision of a new and expanded welfare state, and he does not take seriously the problems
plaguing the welfare state we already have.
As to the first, Sunstein explains, "I do not attempt to
design policy initiatives here." Accordingly, he does not
even hint at how much his new welfare state would cost,
how high taxes would be raised to finance it, or what
effect this would have on the private sector of the economy. Perhaps there will be a sequel in which all will be
revealed. Failing that, his call for renewed enthusiasm for
the welfare state seems unlikely to persuade anyone not
already inclined to this point of view.
As to the second problem, Sunstein writes as if the
last 60 years never happened. He has almost nothing to
say about the shortcomings and negative unintended
consequences of the federal government's social engineering to date. He avoids the fact that the welfare state
we already have looks increasingly unsustainable. A
recent government study of Social Security and
Medicare estimated the present value of these two programs' funding shortfall to be roughly $72 trillion. No
wonder many Americans-particularly younger people-today think of"social security" as an oxymoron.
The more generous welfare states of western Europe
are in even worse shape than our own and are widely seen
as a drag on European economic growth. Sunstein airily
downplays these inconvenient facts by saying, "The experience in Europe, to the extent that it has been unsuccessful, offers a warning about means; it does not draw
Roosevelt's ends into the slightest doubt" (emphasis added).
Ignoring Public Choice theory's inventory of the
pathologies of politics and government, Sunstein asserts
that "there is every reason to think that careful design [of

new welfare programs] is possible." (This is buttressed by
reference to the earned income tax credit.) A better
illustration of the Nirvana fallacy is difficult to imagine.
For Sunstein, America's "so-called individualism" is
"incoherent," laissez faire is a "myth," and arguments
against a larger welfare state are "ludicrous," "silly,"
"almost comically implausible," and "jejune." Not surprisingly, Sunstein never considers the possibility that,
because of the shortcomings of politics and government,
the best way to promote economic well-beingjust might
be by limiting government, thus indirectly promoting
the growth of the private sector.
It is also no surprise that Sunstein holds to the left's
conventional history of the Depression and the New
Deal, or that he ignores the recent revisionist scholarship
of Robert Higgs, Jim Powell, William Shughart, Gene
Smiley, and others. In spite of this, Sunstein's rendering
of Roosevelt's bizarre views on the American economy- FDR said Americans were under the thumb of a
"new industrial dictatorship," for example-is grimly
fascinating. Although certainly not Sunstein's aim, his
description of Roosevelt's hostility toward American
business may make the reader grateful that the effects of
the New Deal were not broader and deeper than they

I
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Meltdown: The Predictable Distortion of Global
Warming by Scientists, Politicians, and the Media
by Patrick]. Michaels
Cato Institute • 2004/ 2005 • 271 pages • $24.95 hardcover;
$16.95 paperback
Reviewed by Roy Cordato

limatologist Patrick Michaels
gives us a nontechnical and
readable expose of the "myths and
facts" surrounding global warming.
For skeptics of the mainstream
global-warming hypothesis, that is,
that dramatic, human- induced
warming is occurring and will have
cataclysmic effects if not checked by
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on what might be required to slow, stop, or reverse those
changes." Over time, a paradigm can be overthrown, but
it must first be widely recognized as failing, and there
needs to be a coherent replacement available.
Michaels states the alternative paradigm as follows :
"We know, to a very small range of error, the amount of
future climate change for the foreseeable future, and it is
a modest value to which humans have adapted and will
continue to adapt. There is no known, feasible policy
that can stop or even slow these changes in a fashion that
could be scientifically measured." Unfortunately it is not
until this point (on page 222) that the reader is informed
that "this book is about the resistance to this new paradigm."
Michaels explains how established paradigms, which
are rarely challenged by the bulk of a profession, have
"lives of their own." For most academic scientists,
receiving tenure requires publishing in accepted peerreviewed journals. These journals have editors and referees who are steeped in the dominant paradigm.
Therefore, publishable research must ask only those
questions that are generally accepted within it. Hence,
the paradigm is perpetuated.
Layered on top of this is the "federalization of science,"
in this case the federal funding of climate-change research.
Here is where Public Choice theory enters. It is not in the
interest of NASA, DOE, the EPA, and other agencies to
fund research that does not accept the dominant paradigm,
which, by definition, will perpetuate a need for additional
appropriations from Congress. This process stifles both
research into and public awareness of the alternative paradigm. Government funding reduces the probability that
the dominant paradigm, no matter how inconsistent with
real-world data, will be overthrown.
Clearly, Michaels's book is a must-read for anyone
interested in getting the straight facts about global
warming. But this book is just as important for those
who want to better understand the relationship between
scientific research and government funding that lies
behind it. Professor Michaels makes it clear that government funding of science can be dangerous to both our
liberty and to the advancement of science itself.

lifestyle-altering public policies, this book is a great read
and an indispensable reference.
In chapter after chapter Michaels dissects the myths
surrounding this hypothesis. He examines the alarmist
claims regarding melting icecaps, extreme weather,
species extinction, and more that are familiar to anyone
who reads newspapers or watches CNN. This is done
after an opening chapter that makes intelligible to the
lay reader the basic science behind climate change.
What might surprise some is that Michaels, probably
the best-known global- warming skeptic, accepts both
the seemingly undeniable fact that the earth is warming
and the proposition that it is in part due to human use
of fossil fuels. As he states," [G]lobal warming is real, and
human beings have something to do with it." What
separates him from the alarmists is his caveat: "we don't
have everything to do with it; but we can't stop it, and
we couldn't even slow it down enough to measure our
efforts if we tried."
Yet Michaels denies that the warming will be either
dramatic or will have catastrophic consequences. His
position is thus more nuanced than his detractors are
willing to acknowledge or many of his supporters realize.
Unfortunately, the most important chapter in the
book is at the end. After dispelling all the myths about
rising sea levels, melting icecaps, and the possible loss of
penguins and butterflies, Michaels gets to the organizing
theme of the book-namely, how government funding
combined with university tenure leads to the distortion
of science and bad public policy. Had this story been
told at the beginning, the hyperbolizing of scientific
claims, exposed throughout the book, would make more
sense. Chapter 11 provides the lens through which the
earlier chapters should be read. I suggest that readers
start with this chapter and then go to the beginning.
By combining Public Choice theory with the ideas
ofThomas Kuhn regarding how paradigms take hold in
scientific research, Michaels explains why distortions in
climate research should have been expected. (Note the
subtitle of th e book.) The dominant paradigm in the science of climate change includes the idea that "the major
cause of recent climate change is the emission of carbon
dioxide from the combustion of fossil fuel." Furthermore, scientists and statisticians through "improved
quantification . . . will give policy makers ... guidance
T HE FREE MAN: I d eas on Lib e r t y
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The Pursuit of Happiness

Economics for the Citizen, Part III
BY WALTER E. WILLIAMS

omeone might have made you a gift of The Freeman. Does that mean reading this article is free?
The answer is a big fat no. If you weren't reading
the article, you might have watched television, talked to
your wife, or worked on your homework. The cost of
having or doing anything is what had to be sacrificed.
While reading this article might have a zero price, it
most assuredly doesn't have a zero cost.
To reinforce the idea that price is not the full measure of cost, imagine that you live in St. Louis. The barber who cuts your hair charges $20. Suppose I told you
that a barber in Charleston, S.C., would charge you $5
for an identical haircut, would you consider the
Charleston haircut cheaper? While it has a lower price,
it has a much greater cost. You'd have to sacrifice much
more in terms of time, travel, and other expenses to get
the Charleston haircut.
People often erroneously think of costs as only material things, but that which is sacrificed when a particular
choice is made can include clean air, leisure, morality,
tranquility, domestic bliss, safety, or any other thing of
value. For example, a possible cost of a night out with
the boys might be the sacrifice of domestic bliss.
Costs affect our choices in many ways, and for the
purposes of this discussion we're going to assume that all
the costs associated with a given choice are borne by the
chooser.
Just about the most important generalization that we
can make about human behavior is that the higher the
cost of a particular choice the less of it will be chosen
and the lower the cost the more of it will be chosen. This
generalization underlies the law of demand. For simplicity let's assume price measures cost while we hold everything else influencing choice constant . The law of
demand can be expressed several ways: the lower the
price of something, the more will be taken; and the
opposite is true of the higher price. We can also say there
exists a price whereby one can be induced to take more

or less of something. Finally, there's an inverse (reverse)
relationship between the price of a good and the quantity demanded.
Why do people behave this way? The answer in a
word or two is that people try to be as happy as they can.
For example, if, when the price of oil rose, people simply ignored the price increase, they'd have less to spend
on other things and be less happy. If they sought substitutes for the higher priced oil, they'd have more money
left over and they'd be happier. That's why higher oil
prices give people incentive to purchase more insulation, buy better windows, wear sweaters, and maybe
move to a warmer climate. These choices, and many
more, are substitutes allowing you to use less oil.
When people say a certain amount of one thing or
other is an absolute must, that's like saying the law of
demand doesn't exist and there are no substitutes. That's
untrue-consider a diabetic. Can he do without 50 units
of insulin a day? The Jaw of demand says that at some
price, say at a $1,000 a unit, he can.There's always at least
one substitute for any good: doing without the good all
together. In the diabetic's case, no insulin. While going
without insulin has unpleasant consequences, it's a likely substitute at $1,000 a unit. You say, "Williams, that
kind of economic analysis is cruel!" It's no more cruel
than the law of gravity that predicts that if you jump off
a skyscraper you're going to die. Both outcomes are
unattractive, but it's reality. Indeed, tragically millions of
our fellow men around the globe are forced to endure
the unpleasant substitute for insulin.
There's a complexity to the law of demand that
states: the lower the price the more people will take of
something and the higher the price less will be taken. It's
crucial to recognize that it's relative prices that determine choices, not absolute prices. Relative price is one
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I Walter E. Wi IIi am s 1r- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- -A husband might suggest, "Honey, let's hire a babysitter
and take in a movie." The wife explains, "That doesn't
make sense. Since we have to pay $10 for a babysitter,
whether we go on a cheap or expensive date, why not
get our money's worth and take in a dinner and concert?"

price in terms of another price. Here's an example; actually it's a trick I pull on freshman students. Suppose your
company offered to double your salary if you'd relocate
to their Fairbanks, Alaska, office. Would you consider it a
good deal and accept the offer? Some students thoughtlessly answer yes. Then I ask what if, on arrival, you find
out that rents are more than double what you're paying
now and the prices of food, clothing, gasoline, and other
items are three and four times more expensive. The end
result is that while your absolute salary has doubled, your
salary, relative to other prices, has fallen.
A bit trickier example of how it's relative prices, not
absolute prices, that influence behavior comes with the
observation that married couples with young children
who can't be left alone tend to choose more expensive
dates than married couples without children. The couple's income and tastes have little to do with their decision; it's relative prices. Keeping the numbers small, say
an expensive date, dinner and concert, has a $50 price
tag and a cheap date, a movie, $20.The choice of the $50
dinner and concert requires that the married couple
without children sacrifice two and a half movies that
they could have otherwise enjoyed.
The married couple with children must pay a
babysitter $10 whether they go on the expensive or
cheap date. With the cost of the babysitter figured in, the
dinner and concert will cost them $60 and the movie
$30. In choosing the dinner and concert, they sacrifice
only two movies. That date is therefore relatively cheaper for the married couple with children. Since it's cheaper we can expect to observe married couples with
children taking more expensive dates when they go out.
It doesn't take economic analysis to come up with this.
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Rising Coffee Prices
ow about another example of relative prices? Suppose today's coffee price is $1 a pound and you
typically purchase two pounds per week. You hear news
that a freeze in Brazil destroyed much of its coffee crop
and coffee prices are expected to soon rise. What would
you do and why? I'm guessing you'd make larger coffee
purchases now, but why? The average person would
answer, to save money. That's an okay answer, but it
doesn't tell the whole story. Once again it's the law of
demand working. If coffee prices are expected to rise
next week, that means coffee prices this week have fallen relative to those next week, and the law of demand
says that when a price of a good falls people will take a
larger quantity. It works in reverse as well. If coffee prices
are expected to fall next week, you'd buy less coffee this
week. Why? Coffee prices have risen this week relative
to next week.
You might be tempted to ho-hum this coffee analysis as oversimplification, but it is the basic principle
underlying the complexities of futures markets such as
the Chicago Mercantile Exchange, where people, as
speculators, become rich, sometimes poorer, guessing
the future prices of commodities.
Our next lecture will see what the law of demand says
about discrimination and other choices we make.
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AFRICANS whom Westerners should heed
(R eed) 12:14-13
AGING population is no threat to a free society
(Murphy) 4:16-18
AGRICULTURE
The tobacco-quota buyout: more legal plunder
(Pasour) 1/2:35- 38
AHLSEEN, Mark
A lesson from the plains. 5:35-36
AKERS, Becky
The Radicals' rancorous rage. 6:8-12
Undoing the Fourth Amendment. 10:20-26
AMERICA needs socialized medicine? It just
ain't so! (Orient) 1:6-7
AMERICAN history
How the western cattlemen created property
rights (Higgs) 3:36-37
Liberty tradition among black Americans
(Folsom) 5:37-38
R adicals' rancorous rage (Akers) 6:8-12
R epublic ofWest Florida: freedom fight or land
grab? (Higgs) 6:31-32
ANOTHER national disaster in the making:
government reconstruction of New Orleans
(Ebeling) 11:2-3
ANOTHER victim of the drug war (Balko)
4:12-13
ARE private decisions trustworthy' (Boudreaux)
6:13-14
ART, culture
Hurrah for voluntary art! (Payne) 5:8
AUSTRALIAN labor-relations sell-out (Baird)
10:47-48
AUSTRIAN economics
H ayek, Strauss, and the political waltz 0- Hood)
6:19-24
Ludwig von Mises and the Vienna of his time
(Ebeling) part I, 3:24-31; part II, 4:19-25
AYAU, Manuel F.
Presumptuous protectionism.12:20-21
AYAU, Manuel: Guatemala's liberal searcher
(Boudreaux) 12:16-19

B
BAD is not good (Richman) 3:4-3
BAIRD, Charles W.
TI1e p11rs"it of happiness co/.,mn
Australian labor-relations sell-out. 10:47-48
Employee free choice and top-down
organizing. 6:47-48
Henry Hazlitt on unions, part II. 3:47-48
BALKO, R adley
Another victim of the drug war. 4:12-13
Does obesity justifY big government'
10:29-34
BAND OW, Doug. See Book reviews (Ferguson)
BARRY, Norman
Capitalism: still on trial. 3:16-21
New Labour's persistent retreat from the free
market. 12:33-34
BASIS of liberty (Russell) 11:40
BATEMARCO, Robert. See Book reviews
(DiLorenzo)
BEWARE democracy without liberty (Ebeling)
4:2-3
BIOGRAPHY, tribute
Manuel Ayau: Guatemala's liberal searcher
(Boudreaux) 12:16-19
Thomas C larkson: A student's essay that
changed the world (Reed) 3:13-16
Frederick Douglass & Booker T. Washington:
the liberty tradition among black Americans
(Folsom) 3:37-38
Thomas Garrett and the Underground
Railroad (Folsom) 1/ 2:29-30
Vision ofWilliam P Lear (A. Young) 1/ 2:31-34
Ludwig von Mises and the Vienna of his time,
(Ebeling) part I, 3:24-31; part II, 4:19-25
Ayn Rand: a centennial appreciation (Sciabarra)
1/ 2:12-15
Vorkuta to Perm: Russia's concentration-camp
museums and my father's story (Utley)
7/ 8:8-12
Oohn C.) Sparks sampler 5:23-24
BLANCHETTE, Jude
The great outsourcing scare of2004. 3:12-13
Intervention explains economic success? It just
ain't so! 6:6-7
Opponents of the "crown jewel." 9:11-1 3
See also Book reviews (Cox; Fitzgerald)
BOOTH, Philip
Britain's pension problem: government failure.
3:19-22
BOUDREAUX, Donald J.
ThOI<ghrs 011 freedom column:
Are private decisions trustworthy' 6:13-14
The dangers of eminent domain. 11:17-18
Drops and splashes. 1/ 2:16-17
On price gouging. 4:14-15
Research needed! 9:1 4-15
Feature article:
Manuel Ayau: Guatemala's liberal searcher.
12:16-19
See also Book reviews (Dobbs)
BR.ITAIN
Britain's pension problem: government failure
(Booth) 5:19-22
New Labour's persistent retreat from the free
market (Barry) 12:33- 34
BROOKLYN! get real about politics and sports
(Keating) 1/2:27-28
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BUREAUCRACY can't be run like a business
(Richman) 12:4-3
BUSINESS revolution of the nineteenth century
(Davies) 4:39-40

c
CALIFORNIA
How government destroys medical care
(Greenhut) 1/ 2:20-23
CALLAHAN, Gene, and Robert P. Murphy
Hypnotized by models. 3:38-41
CAPITAL letters Qetters to the editor)
1/ 2:39-40,4:41,9:40, 12:33
CAPITALISM: still on trial (Barry) 3:16-21
CARREfRA, Robert
Postal monopoly: playing by different rules.
7/ 8:32-33
CAYMAN Islands
OffShore prosperity (Morriss) 9:29-33
CHINA
U.S.-China relations after CNOOC (Dorn)
12:30-32
CHOICE is too burdensome? It just ain't so'
(Skoble) 7/ 8:6-7
C IVIL liberties
Undoing the Fourth Amendment (Akers)
10:20-26
CLASSICAL liberalism
I, liberal (Richman) 1/ 2:4-5
Impossibility of dogmatic liberalism (Richman)
6:4-5
Why classical liberals care about the rule oflaw
(and hardly anyone else does) (Morriss)
11:32-37
CLEVELAND, Paul, & Michael D. Tucker
The futility of the government airline bailout.
12:24-27
COLLEGE fund on the Social Security model
(Conerly) 9:20
COLLEGE suicide: caveat vendor (Szasz) 3:27-28
CONERLY, William
A college fund on the Social Security model.
9:20
CONSENSUS society (Madden) 1/ 2:18-19
CORDATO, Roy. See Book reviews (Michaels)
CORPORATE scandals
Capitalism: still on trial (Barry) 3:16-21
"CORPORATE" power alone is the problem? It
just ain't so! (Lee£) 4:6-7
CREATING capitalists (Richman) 3:4-5

D
DANGERS of eminent domain (Boudreaux)
11:17- 18
DAVIES, Stephen
Our economic past column:
The business revolution of the nineteenth
century. 4:39-40
The persistent influence ofbad ideas. 7/ 8:37- 38
Warriors and merchants. 11:38-39
DeBOW, Michael. See Book reviews (Sunstein)
DEJA VU all over again (Richman) 4:4-5
DEMOCRACY
Beware democracy without liberty (Ebeling)
4:2-3
Freedom and majority rule (Opitz) 6:33-39
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DETROIT'S flirtation with economic suicide
(Reed) 3:14--15
D IALECTICS and liberty (Sciabarra) 9:34--38
DO's and don'ts of tort reform (Levy) 5:9-14
DOES light rail worsen congestion and air
quality? (Semmens) 6:27-30
DOES obesity justifY big government' (Balko)
10:29-34
DOHERTY, Brian. See Book reviews (Fleming;
Szasz)
D ORN, James A.
U.S.-China relations after CNOOC. 12:30-32
Why freedom matters. 7/ 8:13-16
DROPS and splashes (Boudreaux) 1/ 2:16- 17

E
EASTERN Europe
When safety nets fail (Peron) 10:35-38
EBELING, Richard M.
From the president column:
Abolishing Social Security-through real
privatization! 9:2- 3
Academic socialism versus the free market. 5:2-3
Another national disaster in the making:
government reconstruction of New Orleans.
11:2- 3
Beware democracy without liberty. 4:2-3
The European Union and the interventionist
state. 3:2-3
Global corruption and the interventionist state.
1/2:2-3
I'd push the button-to establish freedom right
now. 6:2-3
No "buts" about freedom. 7/8:2-3
When the Supreme Court stopped economic
fascism in America. 10:2-3
Why not monetary freedom? 12:2-3
Feawre arricles:
Government, fiscal responsibility, and free
banking. 1/2:8-11
Ludwig von Mises and the Vienna of his time,
part I. 3:24--31
Ludwig von M ises and the Vienna of his time,
part II. 4:19-25
See also Book reviews (Chang & H alliday;
Conway; North; Novak; Overy; Powell;
Skousen; Wolfe; Yeatts)
ECONOM IC freedom: the path to development
(O'Driscoll) 4:31-38
ECONOM IC history. See Davies, Folsom, Higgs
ECONOMIC policy of Machiavelli's prince
(Higgs) 10:39-40
ECONOMICS
Hypnotized by models (Callahan & Murphy)
3:38-41
R esearch neededl (Boudreaux) 9:14--15
Roots of economic understanding (Harper)
5:29-34
Supply, demand, inventory (Roberts) 11 :.P-48
ECONOMICS for the citizen (Williams) part l,
5:47-48; part ll, 9:47-48; part Ill, 12:41-42
EDUCATION
Academic socialism versus the free market
(Ebeling) 5:2-3
College suicide: caveat vendor (Szasz) 5:27- 28
In£lation-monetary and educational (Leef)
5:39-41
Lesson from the plains (Ahlseen) 5:35-36
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EDUCATIO/\', cominued
North Carolina's educational wall of separation
(H. Young) 7/ 8:34--36
EFFRONTERY of the "open space" movement
(Goldsmith) 11 :23-25
EMINENT domain
Property protects (Richman) 9:4--5
Unjust compensation (Greenhut) 3:32-35
See also Kelo v. City of New London
EMPLOYEE free choice and top-down
organizing (Baird) 6:47-48
ENERGY
Mitigating disaster: abolish FEMA and let gas
prices rise (Lee) 12:8-11
ENTREPRENEURS, entrepreneurship
From Kleenex to zippers: the unpredictable
results of entrepreneurs (Folsom) 12:28-29
Immaculate planners or messy entrepreneurs'
(Folsom) 9:27-28
The vision ofWilliam P. Lear (A. Young)
1/ 2:31-34
ENVIRONMENT
Does light rail worsen congestion and air
quality' (Semmens) 6:27-30
Global warming is a threat? It just ain't so!
(Michaels) 10:6-7
EPSTEIN, Richard A.
A popular insurrection on property rights.
11:8-12
ESMA IL, Nadeem
The price of"free" health care. 5:17-18
EUROPEAN Union and the interventionist srate
(Ebeling) 3:2-3

F
FDA cannot be reformed (Foulkes) 7/ 8:24--25
FEMA
Bureaucracy can't be run like a business
(Richman) 12:4--5
Mitigating disaster: abolish FEMA and let gas
prices rise (Lee) 12:8-11
See also Hurricane Katrina
FISHER, Frank B.
The myth of available pain care. 4:8-13
FLEW, Antony. See Book reviews (Tooley &
Stanfield)
FOLSOM, Burton, Jr.
Our ecouomic past column:

From Kleenex to zippers: the unpredictable
results of entrepreneurs. 12:28-29
Thomas Garrett and the Underground
R ailroad. 1/ 2:29-30
Immaculate planners or messy entrepreneurs?
9:27-28
The liberty trarlition among black Americans.
5:37-38
See also Book reviews (Hamby)
FOULKES, Arthur E.
The FDA cannot be reformed. 7/8:24-25
Regulations improve the free market' It just
ain't so! 11:6-7
FREE enterprise and health care (Primich)
7/ 8:28-31
FREE trade and the climb out of poverty
(Horwitz) 3:8-11
FREE-MARKET justice is in the cards
(Huebert) 4:28-30
FREEDOM and majority rule (Opitz) 6:33-39
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FROM Kleenex to zippers: the unpredicuble
results of entrepreneurs (Folsom) 12:28-29
FROM the president column. See Ebeling
FUTILITY of the government airline bailout
(Cleveland & Tucker) 12:24--27

G
GARRETT, Thomas, and the Underground
Railroad (Folsom) 1/ 2:29-30
GLOBAL corruption and the interventionist
sute (Ebeling) 1/ 2:2-3
GLOBAL warming is a threat? It just ain't sol
(Michaels) 10:6-7
GOLDSMITH, P. Gardner
The effrontery of the "open space" movement.
11:23-25
GOVERNMENT should fund science?
It just ain't so!
(Richman) 3:6-7
GOVERNMENT intervention
Another national disaster in the making:
government reconstruction of New Orleans
(Ebeling) 11:2-3
Creating capitalists (Richman) 5:4--5
Detroit's £lirtation with economic suicide
(Reed) 3:14--15
Does obesity justifY big government? (Balko)
10:29-34
European Union and the interventionist state
(Ebeling) 3:2-3
Global corruption and the interventionist state
(Ebeling) 1! 2:2-3
Hurricane Katrina: government versus the
private sector (Richman) 10:4--5
I'd push the button-to establish freedom right
now (Ebeling) 6:2-3
Infatuated with politics (Lee!) 7/ 8:39-41
Intervention explains economic success? It just
ain't so! (Blanchette) 6:6-7
GOVERNMENT regulation
FDA cannot be reformed (Foulkes) 7/8:24--25
One size fits some (Richman) 11:4--5
Regulations improve the free market? It just
ain't so! (Foulkes) 11:6-7
GOVERNMENT spending
Consensus society (Madden) 1/2:18-19
Futility of the government airline bailout
(Cleveland & Tucker) 12:24--27
GOVERNMENT, fiscal responsibility, and free
banking (Ebeling) 1/2:8-11
GREAT outsourcing scare of 2004 (Blanchette)
3:12-13
GREAVES, Bettina Bien. See Book reviews
(Sennholz)
GREENHUT. Steven
How government destroys medical care.
1/2:20-23
Protecting property in a post-Kelo world.
11:19-22
Unjust compensation. 3:32-35

H
HALF full or half empty? (Roberts) 4:47-48
HARPER, EA.
The roots of economic understanding. 5:29-34
HAYEK, Strauss, and the political waltz 0- Hood)
6:19-24

HAZLITT, Henry, on unions, part II (Baird)
3:47-48
HEALTH. See Medicine, health care, drugs
HENDERSON, David R .
Income mobility: alive and well. 10:11-14
Why the Social Security tax cap shouldn't be
raised. 6:40-41
HIGGS, Robert
0Hr economic past column:
The economic policy of Macltiavelli's prince.
10:39-40
How the western cattlemen created property
rights. 3:36-37
The republic ofWest Florida: freedom fight or
land grab? 6:31-32
HOMESCHOOLING
North Carolina's educational wall of separation
(H.Young) 7/ 8:34-36
HONESTY and trust (Williams) 1/ 2:47-48
HOOD, john
Hayek, Strauss, and the political waltz. 6:19-24
HOOD, Ralph
Selling the free market to nonbelievers. 1/ 2:26
HORWITZ, Steven
Free trade and the climb out of poverty. 3:8-11
HOW government destroys medical care
(Greenhut) 112:2Q-23
HOW the western cattlemen created property
rights (Higgs) 3:36-37
HUEBERT, J.H.
Free-market justice is in the cards. 4:28-30
HURRAH for voluntary art! (Payne) 5:8
HURR.ICANE Katrina
Another national disaster in the making:
government reconstruction of New Orleans
(Ebeling) 11:2-3
Bureaucracy can't be run like a business.
(Richman) 12:4-5
HURRICANE Katrina shows that government
is too small' It just ain't so! (Murphy)
12:6-7
HURRICANE Katrina: government versus the
private sector (Richman) 10:4-5
HYPNOTIZED by models (Callahan &
Murphy) 3:38-41

I
I, liberal (Richman) 1/2:4-5
I'D push the button-to establish freedom right
now (Ebeling) 6:2-3
IDEAS
Africans whom Westerners should heed (Reed)
12:14-15
Bad is not good (Richman) 3:4-5
Dialectics and liberty (Sciabarra) 9:34-38
Liberty: the other equality (Long) 10:17-19
Mad-genius controversy (Szasz) 12:22-23
Persistent influence of bad ideas (Davies)
7/8:37-38
Selling the free market to nonbelievers
(R. Hood) 112:26
IDEAS and consequences column. See Reed
"IDIOTS, infants, and the insane": mental illness
and legal incompetence (Szasz) 7/8:26-27
" IF we had no Social Security, many people
would go hungry" (Poirot) 9:39
IMMACULATE planners or messy
entrepreneurs? (Folsom) 9:27-28

IMMIGRATION
Mt. Olive Pickle boycott: misidentifYing the
enemy (Pike) 5:25-26
IMPOSSIBILITY of dogmatic liberalism
(Richman) 6:4-5
INCOME mobility: alive and well (Henderson)
10:11-H
INFATUATED with politics (LeeQ 7/8:39-41
INFLATION-monetary and educational (LeeQ
5:39-41
INTERVENTION explains econontic success? It
just ain't so! (Blanchette) 6:6-7
IT just ain't so' (colunm)
America needs socialized medicine' (Orient)
1/ 2:6-7
C hoice is too burdensome? (Skoble) 7/8:6-7
"Corporate" power alone is the problem?
(LeeQ 4:6-7
Global warnting is a threat? (Michaels) 10:6-7
Government should fund science? (Richman)
3:6-7
Hurricane Katrina shows that government is
too small' (Murphy) 12:6-7
Intervention explains econontic success?
(Blanchette) 6:6-7
No jobs for young people' (Reynolds) 9:6-7
Regulations improve the free market' (Foulkes)
11:6-7
Social Security is in good shape? (Tanner)
5:6-7

K
KEATING, Raymond J.
Yo, Brooklyn! get real about pobtics and sports
1/ 2:27-28
KELO v. City of New London
Dangers of eminent domain (Boudreaux)
11:17-18
Kelo v. City of New London: do we need
eminent domain for economic growth'
(LeeQ 11:13-16
Popular insurrection on property rights
(Epstein) 11 :8-12
Property protects (Richman) 9:+-5
Protecting property in a post-Kelo world
(Greenhut) 11:19-22
Supreme Court and the end of limited
government (Richman) 11:26-27

L
LABOR
Australian labor-relations sell-out (Baird)
10:47-48
Employee free choice and top-down
organizing (Baird) 6:47-48
The great outsourcing scare of 2004
(Blanchette) 3:12-13
Income mobility: alive and well (Henderson)
10:11 -14
Henry Hazlitt on unions, part II (Baird)
3:47-48
Mt. Olive Pickle boycott: misidentifYing the
enemy (Pike) 5:25-26
No jobs for young people' It just ain't so!
(Reynolds) 9:6-7
Repeal Davis-Bacon (LeeQ 12:12-13
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LAW and good intentions (Morriss) 6:15-18
LAW, legislation,justice
Do's and don'ts of tort reform (Levy) 5:9-14
Free-market justice is in the cards (Huebert)
4:28-30
Why classical liberals care about the rule of law
(and hardly anyone else does) (Morriss)
11:32-37
LEAR, William P.: the vision of (A. Young)
112:31-34
LEE, Dwight R.
Mitigating disaster: abolish FEMA and let gas
prices rise. 12:8-11
Social Security can be good for your health.
9:25-26
LEEF, George C.
"Corporate" power alone is the problem' It
just ain't so! 4:6-7
Infatuated with politics. 7/ 8:39-41
Inflation-monetary and educational.
5:39-41
Kelo v. City of New London: do we need
entinent domain for economic growth'
11:13-16
Repeal Davis-Bacon. 12:12-13
See also Book reviews (Anderson & Hill;
Bolick; Bradley & Fulmer; Greenhut; Healy;
Lasson; Levy; Miron; Ostrowski)
LESSON from the plains (Ahlseen) 5:35-36
LEVY, R obert A.
Do's and don'ts of tort reform 5:9-14
LIBERALISM . See Classical liberalism
LIBERTY tradition among black Americans
(Folsom) 5:37-38
LIBERTY: the other equality (Long) 10:17-19
LIFE, liberty, and retirement pensions (Skoble)
9:8-10
LINGLE, Christopher. See Book reviews (Stiglitz)
LONG, Roderick T.
Liberty: the other equality. 10:17-19

M
MACHIAVELLI'S prince, econontic policy of
(Higgs) 10:39-40
MAD-genius controversy (Szasz) 12:22-23
MADDEN, Russell
A consensus society. 112:18-19
McGINNIS, John D.
Yes, Virginia, there is a Social Security Trust
Fund. 9:23-24
MEDICINE, health care, drugs
Another victim of the drug war (Balko)
4:12-13
Benjantin Rush and "medical marijuana"
(Szasz) 3:22-23
Does obesity justifY big government' (Balko)
10:29-34
FDA cannot be reformed (Foulkes) 7/ 8:24-25
Free enterprise and health care (Printich)
7/8:28- 31
How government destroys medical care
(Greenhut) 112:2G-23
"Idiots, infants, and the insane": mental illness
and legal incompetence (Szasz) 7/ 8:26-27
Myth of available pain care (Fisher) 4:8-13
Pharmacists and freedom (Richman) 7/ 8:4-5
Price of"free" health care (Esmail) 5:17-18
Taxing for therapy (Szasz) 10: 27-28
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MESSINO, Paul
The tyranny oflocal government. 11:28-31
MICHAELS, Patrick J.
Global warming is a threat? It just ain't so!
10:6-7
MISES, Ludwig von, and the Vienna of his time
(Ebeling) part I, 3:24-31; part II, 4:19-25
MITIGATING disaster: abolish FEMA
and let gas prices rise
(Lee) 12:8- 11
MONEY, monetary policy, inflation
Government, fiscal responsibility, and free
banking (Ebeling) 1/ 2:8-11
Inflation-monetary and educational (Leef)
5:39-41
Why not monetary freedom' (Ebeling) 12:2-3
MORAL alchemy (Richman) 1/ 2:24-25
MORRISS, Andrew P
Law and good intentions. 6:15-18
OffShore prosperity. 9:29-33
Why classical liberals care about the rule oflaw
(and hardly anyone else does). 11:32-37
MT. Olive Pickle boycott: misidentifying the
enemy (Pike) 5:25-26
MURPHY, Robert P.
An aging population is no threat to a free
society. 4:16-18
Hurricane Katrina shows that government is
too small' It just ain't so! 12:6- 7
MURPHY, Robert P (co-author). See Callahan
MYTH of available pain care (Fisher) 4:8-13

OUTSOURCING
The great outsourcing scare of 2004
(Blanchette) 3:12-13
"OWNERSHIP society" proposals
To own or be owned: that is the question
(Reed) 7/8:17-18

p

O'DRISCOLL, Gerald P., Jr.
Economic freedom: the path to development.
4:31-38
OFFSHORE prosperity (Morriss) 9:29-33
ON price gouging (Boudreaux) 4:14-15
ONE size fits some (Richman) 11:4-5
OPITZ, Edmund A.
Freedom and majority rule. 6:33-39
OPPONENTS of the "crown jewel" (Blanchette)
9:1 1-13
ORIENT, jane
America needs socialized metlicine' It just ain't
so! 1/ 2:6-7
OTTESON, James. See Book reviews (Blank &
McGurn)
OUR economic past coiunm. See Davies,
Folsom, Higgs

PALASEK, Karen. See Book reviews (Thernstrom
and Thernstrom)
PASOUR, E.C., Jr.
The tobacco-quota buyout: more legal plunder.
112:35-38
PAYNE, James L.
Hurrah for voluntary art! 5:8
PERIPATETICS colunm. See Richman
PERON, Jim
When safety nets fail. 10:35-38
PERSISTENT influence of bad ideas (Davies)
7/ 8:37-38
PERSPECTIVE. See Richman
PETERSON, William H. See Book reviews
(Micklethwait & Wooldridge)
PHARMACISTS and freedom (Richman)
7/ 8:4-5
PIKE, William E.
The Mt. Olive Pickle boycott: misidentifying
the enemy. 5:25- 26
POIROT, PaulL.
" If we had no Social Security, many people
would go hungry." 9:39
POPULAR insurrection on property rights
(Epstein) 11:8-12
POSTAL monopoly: playing by different rules
(Carreira) 7/8:32-33
POVERTY
Deja vu all over again (Richman) 4:4-5
Free trade and the climb out of poverty
(Horwitz) 3:8-11
PRESIDENTS and poverty (Reed) 10:15-16
PRESUMPTUOUS protectionism (Ayau)
12:20-21
PRICE of"free" health care (Esmail) 5:17-18
PRICES, pricing
On price gouging (Boudreaux) 4:14-15
PRIMICH, Frank J.
Free enterprise and health care. 7/8:28-31
PRIVATE property
Basis of liberty (Russell) 11:40
Effrontery of the "open space" movement
(Goldsmith) 11 :23-25
How the western cattlemen created property
rights (Higgs) 3:36-37
Tyranny of local government (Messina)
11:28-31
Unjust compensation (Greenhut) 3:32-35
See also Kelo v. City of New London
PROPERTY protects (Richman) 9:4-5
PROSPERITY and economic progress
Drops and splashes (Boudreaux) 1/ 2:16-17
Economic freedom: the path to development
(O'D riscoll) 4:31-38
Offshore prosperity (Morriss) 9:29-33
PROTECTING property in a post-Kelo world
(Greenhut) 11:19-22
PURSUIT of happiness colunm. See Baird,
Roberts, Williams
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N
NASA
Thirty-six years after Neil Armstrong (Walker)
7/8:19-23
NEW Labour's persistent retreat from the free
market (Barry) 12:33-34
NEWMARK, Craig M. See Book reviews
(Sowell)
NO "buts" about freedom (Ebeling) 7/8:2-3
NO jobs for young people? It just ain't so!
(Reynolds) 9:6-7
NORTH Carolina's educational wall of
separation (H.Young) 7/8:34-36

0

R
RADICALS' rancorous rage (Akers) 6:8-12
RAND, Ayn: a centennial appreciation (SciJbarra)
1/ 2:12-15
REED, Lawrence W.
Ideas and consequences column:
Africans whom Westerners should heed.
12:14-15
Detroit's flirtation with economic suicide.
3:14-15
Presidents and poverty. I 0:15-16
A student's essay that changed the world.
5:15-16
To own or be owned: that is the question.
7/ 8:17-18
REGULATIONS improve the free market?
It just ain't so! (Foulkes) II :6-7
REPEAL Davis-Bacon (Leef) 12:12-13
REPUBLIC ofWest Florida: freedom fight or
land grab? (Higgs) 6:31-32
IliSEARCH needed! (Boudreaux) 9:14-15
RETIREMENT pension
Britain's pension problem: government failure
(Booth) 5:19-22. See also Social Security
REYNOLDS, Ahn J.
No jobs for young people? It just ain't so!
9:6-7
RICHMAN, Sheldon
Peripatetics column:
Moral alchemy. I / 2:24-25
Separate state and science. 6:25-26
The shady origins of Social Security.
9:21-22
The Supreme Court and the end of limited
government. 11 :26-27
The unconstitutionality of protectionism.
4:26-27
Perspective
Bad is not good. 3:4-5
Bureaucracy can't be run like a business.
12:4-5
Creating capitalists. 5:4-5
Deja vu all over again. 4:4-5
Hurricane Katrina: government versus the
private sector. 10:4-5
I, liberal. 1/2:4-5
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Bridges Deleted; Alaska Gets the Money Anyway

11/17/05
· Mandatory fund1ng for two cont roversial bridge projects 1n
Alasl.a-indud~ng the ridiculed ' bridge to nowhere'-has been
stripped from a federal spending bill, a congressional comm1ttee
said on Wednesda y. As a compromtse, Alasl.a wtll still receive the
money that had been set aside for the bndges to spend as tt likes
on transportation needs : (Reuters, Thursday)
On Capttol Hill this is called budget-cutting.
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